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On behalf of the members of committee, I am honored and delighted to welcome the keynote speakers, presenters and participants to the 7th International Conference on Solid State Science and Technology (ICSSST 2019), which is co-organized by The Malaysian Solid State and Technology Society (MASS). It is an inaugural event, which aims to provide a premier platform for students, academicians, researchers, scientist and practitioners to share insights and relevant information in regards to the innovations, trends and challenges encountered in world of research. Especially on the sustainable achievement in the domain of Solid State Science and Technology.

The theme of ICSSST19 this year, ‘Enhancing Science and Technology of Advanced Materials for the Fourth Industrial Revolution’, will need academicians, researchers, scientists and practitioners to be more prepared in idea and knowledge comprised of various Science and Technology scope. We are delighted to have with us in ICSSST19, four distinguished keynote speakers namely, Prof. Dr. Muralidhar Miryala (Shibaura Institute of Technology), Prof. Dr. Imad Hamadneh (University of Jordan), Prof. Dr. Paul A. Bingham (Sheffield Hallam University, UK) and Prof. Emeritus Dato’ Dr. Wan Md Zin Wan Yunus (National Defence University of Malaysia). We are proud to announce the submission of 167 manuscripts received from various research and academic institutions from all over the world for this conference that will be presented in oral and poster sessions.

Finally, further thanks are due to all members of the organising committee for struggling together, dedicating their valuable time and energy towards making this conference successful and memorable. I would like to express my appreciation to our great keynote speakers for their commitment to be here with us and also to all sponsors who made this conference possible. Last but not least, my sincere thanks to all presenters and participants for their generous support and outstanding contributions. I wish all an enjoyable and successful conference.

Thank you.

Major Prof. Ts. Dr. Muhd Zu Azhan Yahya
Chairman of ICSSST 2019
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**ICSSST2019-001**

**Synthesis, Characterization, Antimicrobial Activity and in vitro Bioactivity of Chitosan Hydroxyapatite Composite Doped with Strontium**

Ismaila Abdullahi  
Chemistry Department, University of Abuja PMB 117, Abuja, FCT, Nigeria  

**Abstract.** The objective of this work is to report the synthesis, characterization and in vitro response of a novel strontium doped chitosan-hydroxyapatite composite. For this reason hydroxyapatite (HA), strontium doped HA, chitosan-hydroxyapatite composite and the novel strontium doped chitosan-hydroxyapatite composite were synthesised via in situ co-precipitation method. The effects of strontium and chitosan incorporation on the structural properties of the samples were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential thermal analysis (DTA), and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Bioactivity studies of the samples in simulated body fluid (SBF) and antimicrobial activity against E. coli were carried out. The incorporation of strontium and chitosan into the lattice of the HA influenced the crystallinity, crystallite size and lattice parameters of the HA. The chemical composition of the novel strontium doped chitosan-HA composite is found to have resemblance to that of bone mineral. The novel strontium doped chitosan-HA showed improved bioactivity in SBF over other samples. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the novel composite material also showed a good apatite forming ability. The novel composite material show substantial antimicrobial effect against the E. coli bacteria.

**ICSSST2019-042**

**Preliminary Electrical Studies on Enzyme- Based BioSensor**

Ainil Hawa Jasni  
Centre of Chemical Defence, National Defence University of Malaysia, Kem Sungai Besi, 57000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  

**Abstract.** The integration of biomolecules such as enzymes with semiconductors to form sensing devices has been recently the subject of intense scientific research especially in volatile organic chemicals (VOCs), chemical warfare agent (CWA) and pesticides detection. The need of new sensors exhibiting a high selectivity and a total reliability in connection with smart systems and actuators for real time detection of lethal gaseous has driven wonderful development for pre-detection and post-detection technology. Problem statements: Currently, analytical techniques such as gas and liquid chromatography are being used due to its sensitivity and reliable. However it unable carried out infield, expensive and time consuming. Thus, the development of rapid, cost-effective, selective and able to used in-field is critical. Enzymes based biosensor have potential application in biosensor due to it high substrate specificity and catalytic activity which provide rapid and effective hydrolysis process Objective: The preliminary development of a rapid, and highly selective biosensor using enzyme immobilized on functionalized carbon nanotubes (CNT) for the detection of leaving group from hydrolysis process. The electrochemical behavior and the optimization will be investigated using cyclic voltammetry measurement. Methodology: Amylase and Trypsin enzymes reaction with their specific substrates of glucose and milk protein characterization, functionalization with CNT and the immobilization of the nanocomposite on the screen-printed electrode (SPE) as well as sample characterization using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), full name (GC-MS) and full name (CHNOS) are reported. Conclusion: An excellent sensing performance of enzyme biosensor is achieved due to the synergistic effect of the individual components in the system. These features will offer an excellent biosensing platform for rapid, sensitive, selective detection and also to further develop the sensing mechanism behind the charge exchange between the environment, the active site vacancies and the nanoparticles.
Physical, Structural and Mechanical Properties of Glass Ionomer Cement Derived from Fluoroaluminosilicate Glass with Different Ageing Time
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Abstract. Glass Ionomer Cement (GIC) is produced from acid-base reaction between calcium fluoro-alumino-silicate (CFAS) glass powder and polyacrylic acid (PAA) with the presence of water. In this research, CFAS glass was derived from waste materials such as soda-lime-silica (SLS) glass and clamshell (CS) which are sources of silica and calcium oxide respectively. CFAS glass has been synthesized by using the conventional melt-quenching method. The different physical behaviour of CFAS glass was closely related to the CaF2 content in the glass system. CFAS glass is commonly used in dental restoration due to fluoride ion leaching act as an antibacterial agent to fight oral caries. To study the influence of ageing time on physical, structural and mechanical properties of GIC, deionized water was used as a soaking medium. The ageing time of GIC was evaluated from 7 to 28 days. From the XRD result, some GIC was indicating amorphous structure was detected during ageing until 28 days. However, GIC shows the mechanical properties increase by ageing time through the compressive test. FTIR analysis shows this phenomenon occurs due to the deformation of Si-OH bonding and formation of Si-O-Si simultaneously in the presence of water. Thus, the observed results in this study promise the GIC derived from waste materials have a high potential in dental application due to excellence structural and mechanical properties against ageing.

Evaluation of Superoleophilic-Hydrophobic Kapok Fiber as Effective Oil Sorbents

Normaisarah Yunos
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Abstract. Offshore oil spills can cause instant and lasting damage to aquatic life and wildlife around the shores, chemical toxicity to water security, ecological changes, food supply threats and consequently affecting tourism industry. Superhydrophobic and superoleophilic materials have been proven to be effective oil spill clean-up candidate. This work demonstrated the production of hydrophobic and superoleophilic low cost Kapok Aerogel (KA) carbonised from Kapok. The KAs show significant hydrophobic-superoleophilic features with water and oil contact angles of > 90° and < 5 °, respectively. The entangled assembly and nano-pores appeared on each fibers is the key reason the KAs exhibit hydrophobic and superoleophilic with max oil sorption capacity of 60 g oil/sorbent's weight (g). Moreover, the KAs retained approximately 100% of oil for one hours, suggesting the KAs are effective oil sorbents which are feasible to deploy on hectic waterway.
Oil Sorbents Derived from Carbonization of Disposable Baby Diapers

Jee Khan Lim1,a, Oon Jew Lee1,b,* and Zainal Abidin Talib2,c
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Abstract. With the massive need for fossil fuel energy in today’s world, offshore and shorelines waters have been polluted by frequent oil spill due to the exploration, extraction and transportation of oil. Catastrophic effect of oil spill incident on the scale of Exxon Valdez and Deepwater Horizon has haunted the globes. This work presents an enticing method to expedite oil spills recovery which involves oil absorbents derived from the disposable baby diapers. The disposable baby diapers were carbonized to form water repellent oil absorbent with water and oil contact angles of 131° and 0°, respectively. These oil absorbents exhibited maximum oil sorption of 10.62 ggasoline oil/gabsorbent as compared to non-biodegradable polypropylene with oil sorption capacity of 7 ggasoline oil/gabsorbent. The polypropylene is the most commonly used oil absorbent for offshore oil spill cleaning due to the ease in mass production. They are capable of absorbing oil selectively from water and simultaneously the absorbed oil can be retrieved by compressing it. This work gives the disposable baby diapers a new life with the Waste to Wealth concept.

Synthesis of Graphene Oxide from Waste Tyre using Sodium Nitrate and Phosphoric Acid as Precursor in Hummer’s Method

Ain Zanaya Zanuri1,a, Noor Najmi Bonnia1,b,* and Noor Asnida Asli2,c
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Abstract. Graphene oxide have been widely used in many industries and attract much interest among researchers due to its desirable properties. Top down and bottom up method can be used to synthesis graphene oxide. Recently, Hummer’s method has become popular due to its simple top down synthesis but there is an issue due to the releasing of nitrate gaseous which harmful to environment. Thus, phosphoric acid has been used to replace sodium nitrate. Large waste of carbon tyre in landfills has led researcher to find various ways to overcome this problem. This research was carried out using waste carbon tyre as a carbon source to synthesis graphene oxide. Waste tyre is one of carbon rich material and can be easily found in the world with low cost. The obtained samples were investigated and analyzed using FESEM, EDX, XRD and Raman Spectroscopy. FESEM analysis shows a rough surface micrograph of graphene oxide with the elemental composition of carbon and oxygen were confirmed by EDX which are 83.91 % and 16.09 % respectively which indicate good composition of graphene oxide. XRD analysis shows broad peak of 2 theta which indicate that the sample is an amorphous. Raman analysis was confirmed that graphene oxide was successfully synthesized by showing peaks of D band and G band at 1354 cm⁻¹ and 1574 cm⁻¹ respectively. Lastly, the improved Hummer’s method using phosphoric acid and using waste carbon tyre as carbon source was successfully synthesized yet have the same quality as graphene oxide that synthesis using convensional Hummer’s method.
The Optimization of a-CN\textsubscript{x} Thin Films and its Humidity Sensing Properties at Different Substrate Temperature by Radio Frequency-plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
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Abstract. An amorphous carbon nitride (a-CN\textsubscript{x}) thin film has been widely investigated for its use in humidity sensor applications. In this work, a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin films were deposited on quartz substrates by varying substrate temperature using radio-frequency plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (RF-PECVD). These films were prepared using a mixture of acetylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}) at 20 sccm and nitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}) gases at 50 sccm. The bonding properties and film disorder were investigated using FTIR and Raman spectroscopy. The FTIR analysis exhibited that a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin films resulted the formation of double (C=\textit{N}) and triple (\textit{C}=\textit{N}) bonds. The highest intensity ratio of the D and G peaks, (I\textsubscript{D}/I\textsubscript{G}) ratio and the decrease in sp\textsuperscript{2} cluster size for films deposited at 100°C show highest disorder phase in the film graphite and the sp\textsuperscript{2} hybridization size. This result show nitrogen induces carbon to form sp\textsuperscript{2} graphitic clusters. The a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin films morphology were characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). FESEM image indicates that the a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin film surface exhibit cauliflower-like structure morphology with a grain size of \textasciitilde10 nm. The a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin films show good sensor properties such as good repeatability and fast response to humidity changes. The a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin films with optimum substrate temperature were deposited at 100°C. The sample at this optimum condition clearly indicates the presence of high C-C/C=\textit{C}/C-H, C=\textit{N}, C=\textit{N}, N-sp\textsuperscript{3}\textit{C} (N-C) and N-sp\textsuperscript{2}\textit{C} (N=C) bonds from the XPS spectrum. In conclusion, the high content of C-N, C=\textit{C}, C=\textit{N}, C=\textit{N}, C-H and N-H bonds in a-CN\textsubscript{x} film deposited using acetylene gas are then major factors affecting the electrical properties of the a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin film and also increases the sensitivity of the a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin film to humidity. Particularly, at an optimum substrate temperature of 100°C, the sensor exhibits high sensitivity, fast response (23 s) and short recovery time (19 s) as compared to the a-CN\textsubscript{x} sample in the previous study with an increase of 40%. The hydrophobic nature of the a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin film makes it highly appropriate to be used in the humidity sensors. The results of the study can then be a reference to other researchers to explore the electrical properties of a-CN\textsubscript{x} thin-film for application as an electronic device as well as a sensor application that can be used by the community in the future.

Ni Catalytic Effects on the Growth of PECVD and HF-PECVD Transfer-free Graphene
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Abstract. Transfer-free graphene were synthesized via PECVD and HF-PECVD using Ni catalyst at relatively low temperature. The Ni layer was used as a catalyst to assist the formation of graphene at the Ni-substrate interface. Prior to the deposition of graphene, a thin Ni film was deposited onto the SiO\textsubscript{2} substrate using the sputtering technique. The increase in temperature from the radiant heat of the filament using HF-PECVD changed the Ni grains from nano-sized to micro-sized and reduced the formation of Ni grains boundaries. Instead of additional process of Ni annealing, the direct thermal heat effect promoted the formation of a less defective graphene with a more ordered structure, which could be achieved by larger Ni grain size and grains boundaries. This resulted in the formation of better quality of graphene as compared to graphene grown from PECVD system alone due to better catalytic effects during graphene deposition. The resulting transfer-free graphene films were investigated for their structural, chemical bonding and morphology.
Effect of Prekotac as Filter Aids on Pressure Drop and Particle Penetration in Pilot Plant Fabric Filtration System
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Abstract. Filter aids is used in air filtration system to fulfil the needs to extend the life span of filter media in fabric filtration system. In this study, the effect of a filter aids performance known as PrekotAC on pressure drop and particle penetration in a filtration system with varying filtration velocities of 1 to 3 m/min was evaluated. The PrekotAC is a admixture of PrekotTM and activated carbon mixed in different weight compositions. Result showed that the pressure drop across the fabric media decreases with the addition of PrekotTM in the PrekotAC admixture due to its wide range of non-uniform particle size distribution that gives higher porosity of filter cake during filtration process. The finding also showed that the total particle penetration through the fabric media was proportionally related to addition of PrekotTM in the PrekotAC admixture under a constant material loading. The study suggests that the addition of PrekotTM in the formulation of filter aids significantly affect both pressure drop and particle penetration of the fabric filter media.

Graphene Exfoliation and Its Stability in Microcrystalline Cellulose Solution
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Abstract. Graphene has drawn a lot of attention as a promising material for a conductive ink due to its high electrical conductivity and abundant source. Selection of solvent for ink formulation is crucial to obtain the desired result. For instance, graphene may be efficiently exfoliated and stabilized in certain solvent. Cyrene and NMP are two examples of high performance solvent which can produce high conduction and sufficient stability. In this work, cellulose solution is investigated as alternative solvent for conductive ink formulation. Although the viability of the cellulose solution was already presented in other works, further thorough a systematic study is highly required. Cellulose solution was prepared using microcrystalline cellulose and sodium hydroxide aqueous solution. Graphite was expanded under 800W microwave for 40s. The expanded graphite with a concentration of 4 mg/ml was added into the cellulose solution. The ratio of graphene to cellulose was 20:1. The mixture was exfoliated inside ultrasonic bath for 8 to 20 hours. The exfoliation can be observed within 30 minutes as the solution turned to black. The stability of the prepared ink was recorded for 24 hours under room temperature. To measure the conductivity of the ink, graphene thin film was formed by drop-casting 20 microliters on four different types of paper substrates. Sheet resistance was measured using 4 point probe configuration. Based on the obtained result, cellulose solution seems to be suitable for graphene exfoliation process. However, the ink stability needs to be improved for practical applications of conductive ink.
CO₂ Gas Sensor Based on Polyaniline/ Cu-ZnS Hollow Microsphere Composite
Zubair Ahmad¹, Jolly Bhadra¹, Shoaib Mallick², Hemalatha Parangusan¹ and Noora Al-Thani¹
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Abstract. In this work, we have investigated the Polyaniline/Cu-ZnS composites for the fabrication of CO₂ gas sensor applications. PANI coated Cu-ZnS hollow microsphere structures have been synthesized by the hydrothermal method and in-situ polymerization process. The spin coating technique has been used to deposit the composite film on the ITO glass electrode. The structural, thermal stability and surface morphology of the PANI/Cu-ZnS composites were investigated by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), Field emission electron microscopy (FESEM) and Atomic force microscopy (AFM). The XRD patterns indicate that PANI and Cu-ZnS have been successfully synthesized by in-situ polymerization method. It has been observed that PANI/Cu-ZnS composite has higher thermal stability as compared to the pure PANI. The morphology of the film indicates that uniform porous and rough structure developed at the surface of the composite film. PANI/Cu-ZnS composite based gas sensors exhibit high thermal stability, repeatable and stable response as compared to the pure PANI. The response and recovery times of the PANI/ 1wt% Cu-ZnS have been found to be 35s and 55s, respectively.

Ceramics and Glasses

Effect of Samarium Oxide on Structural and Optical Properties of Zinc Silicate Glass Ceramics from Waste Material
Auwalu Inusa Abubakar
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Kano University of Science and Technology, Wudil, P.M.B.3244 Kano Nigeria

Abstract. This work indicates the synthesis of samarium doped zinc silicate (willemite) glass ceramics with different weight concentrations. Solid-state reaction technique was used to make up the samples, with waste rice husks as silicate source. The measurement of X-ray diffraction revealed sharp and broad diffraction peaks. Besides, the Field emission scanning electron microscope exhibited the poly grains morphology of the crystalline samples. Consequently, samarium strips were growing in size as the weight percent of dopant was increased. While Fourier transforms infrared spectra, showed slight variation peaks with diverse dopant concentrations. Then the energy band gaps of samarium doped willemite glass ceramics were reduced with the increment of samarium dopant concentrations. The photoluminescence measurement exhibited the red emission which agreed to the 4G5/2 → 6H11/6 (646.71 nm) under the blue excitation.
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**Preparation of Alumina-Based Ceramics Foam with Corn Starch as Pore Former**

Hamimah binti Abd.Rahman and Wan Muhammad Syahmi bin Wan Azhan
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**Abstract.** Ceramic foams have mechanical strength and thermal stabilities higher than the commonly employed polymeric foams. In this study, ceramic foams is produced using starch consolidation casting method. This research focuses on the preparation of alumina-based ceramic foam by using corn starch as a pore-forming agent. Other materials such as silica and polyethylene glycol (PEG) are used as an additive and a dispersing agent respectively. The mixture of the suspension compositions used are 64-68 wt% of alumina, 55 wt% of deionized water, 1 wt% of polyethylene glycol and 1 wt% of silica to increase the strength of the ceramic foam. Corn starch is added in the amount of 4, 6, 8 and 10 wt%. Then, the sample is preheated at 70 °C in 90 minutes for gelation and coagulation process. After that, the samples were dried at 110 °C. The process was followed by sintering at 1250 °C for 2 hours. The obtained flexural strength is between 0.594 MPa to 1.996 MPa. For the compressive strength test, the value attained was between 0.026 N/mm² to 0.244 N/mm². Meanwhile, the average of total porosity ranges from 54.05% to 70.70%. In conclusion, the preparation of alumina-based ceramic foam using corn as a pore former was successfully demonstrated through a starch consolidation casting method. From this study, the suitable amount of corn starch in alumina foam is 4 wt% as the obtained values of porosity, flexural and compressive strength is appropriate for ceramic foams.
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**FTIR and Optical Properties of Samarium Doped Zinc Borotellurite Glasses**
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**Abstract.** Zinc borotellurite glasses doped with Sm³⁺ ions of the system (70-x)TeO₂-20B₂O₃-10ZnO-xSm₂O₃ where x varies from 0.0 to 2.5 mol % were prepared by a melt-quenching technique. The studies on structural and optical characterization of Sm³⁺ ions have been carried out through Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), absorption spectra, optical band gap, Eₒpt and Urbach energy, ΔE. From the FTIR analysis, the presence of BO₃, BO₄, TeO₃, TeO₄ and B – O - structural units in the prepared glasses were identified. Three strong absorption peaks in the ultraviolet and visible regions were observed and resolved from absorption spectra due to transition between the ground state and various excited state of Sm³⁺ ions. The value of optical band gap, Eₒpt lies between 2.605 eV to 2.982 eV for the direct transition and 2.768 eV to 3.198 eV for the indirect transition respectively. Meanwhile, the Urbach energy, ΔE was observed in the range of 0.112 eV to 0.694 eV respectively. Some other results will be analysed and discussed in details.
Optical Properties of Silica Borotellurite Glass Doped with Samarium (iii) Oxide
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Abstract. Rice husk is a by-product from a rice milling industry that usually being disposed through open burning. This process would release carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and give a negative impact to the environment. Therefore, a waste to wealth technology has been introduced to fully utilize the waste rice husk by extracting the valuable element which is silica. The waste rice husk that is rich in silica content was used as a substitute for silica and was included in the glass composition. A series of silica borotellurite glass doped with samarium (III) oxide were successfully synthesized by using melt-quenching method. The chemical composition of the prepared glasses is as follow; \(\text{[(TeO}_2\text{)} 0.7 \text{ (B}_2\text{O}_3\text{)} 0.3\text{[0.8 [SiO}_2\text{]} 0.2\text{]}1-x \text{[Sm}_3\text{O}_5\]} x\), where \(x=0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04\) and \(0.05\) molar fraction. In this research, the influence of \(\text{Sm}_3\text{O}_5\) on the structural, physical and optical properties of glasses has been studied using different characterization tools. The amorphous nature of the glass samples was proven by XRD pattern. The vibration mode of silica, borate and tellurite group were detected by FTIR spectra. Meanwhile, the density of the glass samples increased with the addition of more \(\text{Sm}_3\text{O}_5\) into the glass system. The optical properties have been investigated by using UV-Vis spectroscopy in the range of 300-2000 nm at room temperature. The values for optical band gap, refractive index and Urbach energy were obtained from the absorption spectra. The direct and indirect optical band gap have values in the range of 1.848 to 1.930 eV and 1.951 to 1.995 eV respectively. The refractive index and Urbach energy values show an increment from 0.01 to 0.02 molar fraction, however the values show a decreasing pattern with increasing concentration of \(\text{Sm}_3\text{O}_5\).

Structural and Electrical Properties of \(\text{La}_{0.7}\text{Ca}_{0.3}\text{MnO}_3/\alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) Composites
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Abstract. Colossal magnetoresistive (CMR) materials have huge potential in modern application and it has been widely used in magnetic sensing industry. From the previous studies, an incorporation of secondary insulating phase into mixed-valence manganites could improve its extrinsic effect especially low-field magnetoresistance (LFMR). In this work, the structural and electrical properties of \(\text{La}_{0.7}\text{Ca}_{0.3}\text{MnO}_3\) (LCMO) were investigated by adding the \(\alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) nanoparticle with ratio of \(0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15\) and \(0.20\) as the artificial grain boundaries. The LCMO compound has been synthesized using sol-gel route. The samples were sintered at 800 °C to obtain the LCMO phase by referring to the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The structural properties were investigated by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD) while electrical properties were measured by a four point probe (4PP) system. XRD patterns show the coexistence of two phases (LCMO & \(\alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3\)). LCMO is having orthorhombic structure with space group Pnma while \(\alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) is in hexagonal form with space group R-3c. As the content of \(\alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) increases, the resistivity of the samples increase drastically. However, the addition of iron oxide has no significant effect on the metal-insulator transition temperature (\(T_m\)). From the XRD and 4PP analysis, it can be deduced that the \(\alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) nanoparticle does not react with LCMO compound and successfully formed the \(\text{La}_{0.7}\text{Ca}_{0.3}\text{MnO}_3/\alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) composites.
Effect of TiO$_2$ Concentration on the Structural and Electrical Properties of Nd$_{0.67}$Sr$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$ Composites

Superconductor and Thin Film Laboratory, Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Universiti Putra Malaysia, 43400 UPM Serdang, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Abstract. In this work, (1-x) (Nd$_{0.67}$Sr$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$): x (TiO$_2$) composites with x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 have been prepared to investigate the structural and electrical properties. Nd$_{0.67}$Sr$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$ (NSMO) was synthesised via the solid-state reaction method before incorporated with TiO$_2$. The addition of TiO$_2$ as the secondary phase in manganite composite would favour the spin-polarized tunnelling near to the grain boundary and thus enhance the extrinsic magnetoresistance. The effect of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticle addition into NSMO composites has been examined by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD) and a four-point probe (4PP) system. From the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), NSMO phase formation occurred in between 750 – 980 °C. XRD patterns show that there is no peak shift when the TiO$_2$ concentration increases. It can be deduced that TiO$_2$ was segregated at the NSMO grain boundary region and its grain surface. However, a small amount of Ti atoms are expected to replace the Mn atoms in NSMO crystal system and causing the increase in crystallite size. The electrical study shows that the presence of TiO$_2$ has weaken the double exchange (DE) mechanism in conducting ferromagnetic region and suppressed the metal-insulator transition temperature (T$_{MI}$). Besides, the insulating behaviour of TiO$_2$ has also caused the resistivity of composites to increase drastically.

Effect of Holmium Oxide on Optical Performance of Borotellurite Glass
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Abstract. Borotellurite glass had been widely applied in the field of optical communications and devices. In this work, holmium oxide doped borotellurite glass had been fabricated by using melt-quenched technique. The structural properties of holmium oxide doped tellurite glass were found using fourier transform infrared studies and x-ray diffraction method. The results show that the inclusion of holmium oxide in borotellurite glass network leads to the formation of non-bridging oxygen (NBO) which indicates the long range of disorderness. The optical parameters of the glass system are determined by using UV-Vis spectrophotometers. The value of refractive index is enhanced with an increase of holmium oxide concentration, meanwhile, the optical band gap energy was decreased. The Urbach energy value shows that the glass system tends to be more fragile with increasing amount of holmium oxide.
Structural and Electrical Properties of Nd-Sr-Mn-O/CuO by Solid-state Reaction Method
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Abstract. Colossal magnetoresistive (CMR) effect in perovskite manganites has been taken a lot of interests among researchers especially in thin films and its potential application in magnetic sensing industrial for the past few years. In this research, \((1-x)\text{Nd}_{0.67}\text{Sr}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3\) samples were prepared by adding \(x\text{CuO}\) where \(x = 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15\) and \(0.20\) as the artificial barrier layer. Based on the previous research, it was proven that artificial barrier layer could enhance the extrinsic effect especially low-field magnetoresistance (LFMR). The \((1-x)\text{Nd}_{0.67}\text{Sr}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3/x\text{CuO}\) composites were prepared using solid state reaction method. From the Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), NSMO phase was formed. Based on X-ray Diffraction (XRD) characterization, NSMO and CuO phases coexisted in the compound and did not react with each other. CuO acted as the artificial barrier layer and distributed on the surface of NSMO grains. Next, the electrical properties of the composites are measured using Four Point Probes (4PP) where the TMI decreased as the CuO composition increased due to the double exchange (DE) mechanism that has been enhanced. CuO also acted as the insulating phase which caused the resistivity to increase. In conclusion, DE mechanism was dominant below TMI value while Jahn-Teller (J-T) distortion took place above TMI value which caused the resistivity to decrease as the temperature increased.

The Forming and Non-Forming Phases of LaZrTa$_3$O$_{11}$ Analogues

Fadhlina Che Ros
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Abstract. The synthesis of new ceramic oxides with structures based on stacking of \(\alpha\text{-U}_3\text{O}_8\) type layers have shown that various rare earth cations can be accommodated at the A-site of \(\text{AxM}_{3n+1}\text{O}_{4n+3}\) (\(n = 1, 2\)). Attempts to investigate the possible substitution for A-site with a series of lanthanides and B-site with \(d^0\) cation have led to the formation of eight (8) new phases which were prepared using solid state reactions and heated for different times at different temperatures of 1200 – 1500°C. The new phases are \(\text{LaHfTa}, \text{LaHfNb}, \text{PrHfTa}, \text{NdHfTa}, \text{NdHfNb}, \text{NdZrNb}, \text{SmHfTa}\) and \(\text{GdHfTa}\) which were indexed on a hexagonal space group \(P6_322\) with the unit cell parameters and unit cell volume decrease with decreasing size of rare earth cation. Attempts to prepare another twelve (12) new phases were unsuccessful. Details of attained and unattainable LaZrTa$_3$O$_{11}$ analogues with different temperatures are included in this paper.
Fabrication of Silica (SiO$_2$) as-derived from Rice Husk Ash Foam via Polymeric Replication Method

R. Muda, H.A. Rahman, M.A.A. Azmi, S. Ahmad, S. Mahzan, H. Taib

Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia

Abstract. Silica (SiO$_2$) foams have been widely applied in numerous fields, namely filters and catalysts supports, due to their characteristics of high permeability, high porosity and specific surface area. In this study, foams of as-derived from rice husk ash (RHA) was fabricated via polymeric sponge replication method. Polymeric foam initially was used as template and dipped into the SiO$_2$ slurry followed by drying and sintering to yield a replica of the original polymeric foam. Different solid loadings of SiO$_2$ as-derived from RHA (20 to 35 wt%) and sintering temperature of 1150°C were applied. Phase identification of the green and sintered foams were conducted using x-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses. Morphological observations were performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Density and porosity of the SiO$_2$ foams were characterized using Archimedes method and compressive strengths were determined as per ASTM C773-88 (1999). It was found that the density of SiO$_2$ foams fabricated was in the range of 0.614 to 0.989 g/cm$^3$, whereas the porosity values was in the range of 70% to 82%. Compressive strengths were found to increase from 0.05 to 0.30 MPa respectively, with the increased SiO$_2$ solid loading. Excellent properties of the SiO$_2$ foams definitely signifies that the polymeric replication method is indeed a promising technique for the SiO$_2$ foam fabrication.

Comparative Spectroscopic Studies on Luminescence Performance of Er$^{3+}$ Doped Tellurite Glass Embedded with Nanoparticles at 0.55 µm Emission
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Abstract. The spectroscopic performance of Er$^{3+}$ doped glass at 0.55 µm emission contain different NPs have been comparatively evaluated. Glass containing 1.0 mol % of Er$^{3+}$ doped with different NPs (Ag, Co and Fe) have been prepared using melt quenching technique. This paper discussed the influence of Ag, Co and Fe on the absorption and emission performance. X-Ray diffraction analysis reveals the all the prepared samples are amorphous. The UV-Vis absorption spectra of all the glasses shows several prominent peaks at 525 nm, 660 nm, 801 nm, 982 nm and 959 nm due to transition from ground state $^4$I$_{15/2}$ to different excited state such as $^4$H$_{11/2}$, $^4$F$_{5/2}$, $^4$I$_{15/2}$, $^4$I$_{11/2}$, and $^4$I$_{13/2}$. The emission of Er$^{3+}$ at 0.55 µm for glass contain Ag NP shows significant enhancement about 3 folds up to 0.6 mol%. Meanwhile, the emission of Er$^{3+}$ at 0.55 µm contain Fe NPs and Co NPs intensely quench due to the energy transfer from Er$^{3+}$ ion to NPs and magnetic contributions.
Abstract. Development of green ceramic tile from EAF steel slag waste receives wide attention from global material scientists. A ceramic tile is considered “GREEN” if it is made from industrial wastes, non-hazardous, recyclable and energy efficient (embodied energy and carbon footprint). However, current conventional high temperature (1150°C to 1180°C) firing process of the ceramic tile incorporated with EAF slag is reported to merely meet criteria of industrial waste, non-hazardous and recyclable, without achieving the energy efficiency requirement. In addition, the high temperature firing causes drawbacks such as over-firing, surface defects and high closed porosity of the tile due to vigorous and hardly controlled fluxing action by the EAF slag. It is therefore, desirable to propose greener geopolymerization route to reduce energy inefficiency, as well as to minimize defects and improve final properties (lower water absorption and porosity, and higher modulus of rupture, MOR) of the ceramic tile incorporated with EAF slag. Prior to the geopolymerization, it is essential to characterize the EAF slag in terms of chemical composition, functional groups and mineral phases present to evaluate its suitability for the geopolymerization. Initially, the lump form of EAF slag was crushed into powder before the characterization tests. From X-ray fluorescence (XRF) chemical composition analysis, the slag mainly consisted of oxides such as Al₂O₃, CaO, MgO, SiO₂, FeO. Additionally, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis have revealed that CaO based minerals such as larnite (2CaO·SiO₂) and gehlenite (Al₂O₃·2CaO·SiO₂) were the major mineral phases in the slag while wustite (FeO) and magnetite (Fe₃O₄) were present as the minor mineral phases in the slag. More importantly, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) chemical analysis found that the slag consists of functional groups such as silico-aluminate (-Si-O-Al-O-) and ferro-silico-aluminate (-Fe-O-Si-O-Al-O-). Therefore, it is anticipated that the functional groups of slag will chemically react with typical functional group of clay (silico-oxide: -Si-O-Si-O-) under alkaline medium (Na⁺ or K⁺) and forming amorphous polymeric 3-D network of geopolymer ceramic.
Elastic Properties of (80-x)B$_2$O$_3$-xTeO$_2$-10Li$_2$O-10Al$_2$O$_3$ Mixed Network Former Glass System
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Abstract. Mixed glass former (80-x)B$_2$O$_3$-xTeO$_2$-10Li$_2$O-10Al$_2$O$_3$ (x = 10 mol% to 60 mol%) glasses were prepared by melt-quenching technique to investigate the effects of mixing two glass formers on the elastic properties of the glass system. FTIR results revealed presence of BO$_4$, BO$_3$, TeO$_4$, TeO$_3$, and AlO$_4$ functional groups whereby beyond x = 40 mol% the only functional group that present are TeO$_3$, BO$_3$ and BO$_4$ units. Although at high TeO$_2$, N$_4$ (fraction of the four coordinated boron atoms) values seems to increase except at x = 20 mol% where a minimum was observed and at x = 40 mol% a drop in N$_4$ occurred. A less prominent decrease in N$_4$ values at x = 40 mol% occurred instead of a larger decrease which suggested to be due to a considerably high concentration of BO$_4$ units together with the presence of large NBOs concentration. Independent longitudinal (CL) modulus, shear (µ) modulus and related elastic modulus also exhibited non-linear behaviors whereby their values decreased to a minimum at x = 40 mol% due to the increase in NBO via TeO$_3$ and BO$_3$ units formation leading to less densely packed structure which deteriorates the rigidity of the glass. However, FTIR for the same glass system did not indicate a maximum increase in NBO formation in this region. Instead, MGFE phenomena is suggested to be the dominant factor for the minimum in elastic modulus in the region. Meanwhile, quantitative analysis of ultrasonic data using bulk compression model showed increased $K_{bc}/K_e$ ratio at x ≤40 mol% which indicates decreased isotropic compression, whereas the decrease at x > 40 mol% demonstrated increased isotropic compression because reduction in ring deformation or bending. Meanwhile, the increase in average ring size l also followed the $K_{bc}/K_e$ behavior, thereby indicating the increase of ring deformation.

BiFeO$_3$ assisted with Different Weight Ratio of Polymer Chitosan: Structural, Optical and Photocatalytic Properties

Muhammad Safwan Bin Sazali, Dr. Muhamad Kamil Bin Yaakob, Dr. Mohamad Hafiz Bin Mamat, Prof. Madya. Dr. Oskar Hasdinor Hassan, Prof. Dr. Muhd Zu Azhan Bin Yahya

School of Physics and Materials Studies, Universiti Teknologi MARA 40450 Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia

Abstract. In this research work, different weight ratio (0.00g, 0.24g, 0.36g and 0.48g) of BiFeO$_3$ assist with Chitosan samples were prepared by hydrothermal method at 200°C for 6 hours. Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) was used as a mineralizer during the synethetization for the precipitation. The characterization of the samples was further analyzed in different properties such as structural, optical and photocatalytic. The result from the experiment shows that BiFeO$_3$ assist with Chitosan shows significant improvement in optical band gap where the obtained results show an increasing band gap. As for the structural properties, the size of the particles decreasing as the weight ratio of Chitosan increase where Chitosan will prevent the particles from agglomerates and this influence the photocatalytic properties where the efficiency is rapidly increasing.
Photoluminescence and Spectroscopic Properties of Erbium Doped Bio-Silica Borottellurite Glasses Containing Silver Oxide

Hamza A. M1,2, Halimah M. K1, Muhammad F.D1, Chan K.T1.
1Glass and Dielectric Lab, Physics Department, Faculty of Science, Universiti Putra Malaysia.

Abstract. In this paper, structural and spectroscopic properties of Er3+ doped bio-silica borottellurite [((TeO2)0.8 (B2O3)0.2)0.99 (SiO2)0.01]y (Ag2O)x (Er2O3)1-y where y = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05 glasses were studied. The structural study was conducted using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR). Ultra violet visible (UV-Vis) spectrometer was used to measure the absorption spectrum and was analysed using Judd-Ofelt (J-O) and McCumber theory. Important parameters such as radiative lifetime, branching ratio, transition probability, gain band width and figure of merit are also determined from the analysis. The photoluminescence result showed that the optimum dopant concentration was achieved at 0.03 molar fraction. The gain band width and figure of merit are used to evaluate the future application of the glass in optical amplification and solid state laser.

The Effects of Tungsten Carbide WC-Co Thermal Spray Coating on Mechanical Properties of Carbon Steel

Mohamad Ariff Bin Moh Halmi, Ricardo Seta Anak Ripin, Mohd Azhar Bin Harimon
Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia

Abstract. Tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-Co) is a combination between a hard-ceramic phase tungsten carbide alloy (WC) and ductile metallic phase cobalt (Co). Both of these combinations are the main contributors in its impressive in strength, hardness, toughness and ductility. The method of using tungsten carbide WC-Co thermal spray coating on carbon steel is the main objective of this study by comparing to an uncoated carbon steel. In this HVOF process, oxygen and fuel (kerosene) are injected into a combustion nozzle with added spray powder. Tensile and hardness tests were conducted on coated specimens, and the fracture mechanism of the samples was observed by using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The results show that hardness of the coated carbon steel is higher than the uncoated carbon steel. Meanwhile, uncoated carbon steel shows a higher elastic modulus, yield strength and tensile strength value compared to coated carbon steel. Using SEM, we can observe that some dimples and cleavage are present in both of the uncoated and coated carbon steel. This concluded that coated specimen lowers the tensile strength of the carbon steel due to its attribute to brittle characteristics of the coating. With the increasing of thickness, the tensile strength of carbon steel decrease. This also supports its high hardenability during hardness testing which due to its attribute to brittle characteristic.
Effect of SLS Glass Doping on ZnO Varistor Ceramics: Dry Milling Process
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Abstract. There is lacking of study using dry milling process in the preparation of varistor based ceramics. Dry milling process is a good technique to produce fine and homogeneous sample powder. Soda lime silica (SLS) glass is used as dopants in ZnO varistor ceramics. This work focus on the effect of dry milling process on the microstructural and electrical properties of ZnOₙ₋ₓ - SLSₓ - CoO₂ using solid state method where x = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mol%. The XRD diffraction peaks detected Zn₂SiO₄ as secondary phase. The results show that the average grain size decreased from 0.028 to 0.023 and densities of the varistor samples increased as the SLS glass concentration increased. The varistor sintered at 1100˚C and doped with 2 mol% showed good electrical properties with nonlinear coefficient, (α) 6.973, breakdown voltage 261.82 V/mm and leakage current (Jₗ) 4.463 µA/cm².

Nonlinearity Characteristics of ZnO Varistors Tailored by Perovskite-BaTiO₃ and Cobalt Dopants
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Abstract. The nonlinearity characteristics of ZnO varistor ceramics were investigated for different contents of cobalt dopant at a given BaTiO₃ amount. The optimum value of nonlinear coefficient (α) equal to 4.8, which regard to the sample made with 12 wt.% BaTiO₃ additive. The nonlinear coefficient of the ceramics increased and then decreased with increasing concentration of Co₃O₄. Both the varistor voltage and leakage current density of the samples increased and then decreased as the cobalt doping level was increased at a given BaTiO₃ additive contents. The further Co₃O₄ doping caused the varistor voltage and leakage current density of the ZnO-BaTiO₃ ceramics to increase from 8.47 to 10.95 V/mm and 6.77 to 8.76 µA/cm² for up to 1.5 wt.%. The barrier height increased from 0.88 to 0.98 eV, whereas further doping caused it to decrease to 0.86 eV. The varistor ceramics with the highest nonlinear coefficient of 7.2 was obtained under an optimum Co content of 0.5 wt.%. The findings from this work could be helpful in the fabrication of high-quality varistor materials.
**Effect of Heat Treatment to The Properties of Zinc Silicate Based Glass-Ceramics**

Mohd Hafiz Mohd Zaid, Khamirul Amin Matori\(^a\), Sidek Ab Aziz\(^b\), Halimah Mohamed Kamari\(^c\)
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**Abstract.** Zinc silicate-based glass-ceramics were fabricated and synthesized using SLS glass bottle waste as a source of silicon. The series of precursor glass in the ZnO-B\(_2\)O\(_3\)-SLS glass system was prepared by the conventional melt-quench technique. Zinc silicate-based glass-ceramics were derived from the parent glass by a controlled heat-treatment process. The average density and linear shrinkage of glass and glass-ceramic samples were found increased with increasing of heat treatment temperatures. Besides, the structural properties of precursor glass and formation of zinc silicate crystal phase and bonding with the increase of heat-treatment temperatures were examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) reflection spectroscopy. The appearance of SiO\(_2\), ZnO and Zn-O-Si bands detected from FTIR measurements indicate that the formation of zinc-silicate crystal phase in the glass-matrix.

**Gold Nanoparticles Activated Enhanced Photoluminescence of Samarium Ions Inside Tellurite Amorphous Host**
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**Abstract.** Achieving enhanced photoluminescence of rare-earth inside oxide amorphous matrix by embedding metallic nanoparticles (NPs) of controlled sizes is a challenging task. We report the gold (Au) NPs activation of enhanced photoluminescence in samarium (Sm\(^{3+}\)) ions doped tellurite amorphous matrix. Sm\(^{3+}\) doped zinc tellurite glasses containing Au NPs are synthesized by melt-quenching technique and spectroscopic characterization is made. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns confirm the amorphous nature of the prepared glass matrix. The transmission electron microscope (TEM) images manifest the growth of nearly spherical Au NPs with an average diameter of around ~17.12 nm. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) results indicate that Au NPs are grown along [111] plane direction. UV-Vis-NIR spectra reveal ten absorption bands. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band is evidenced around 652 nm. The visible up-conversion (UC) emission for all samples under 945 nm excitation exhibits four bands centered at 562 (green), 600 (orange), 630 (intense red), and 646 (weak red) ascribed to \(^4\)G\(_{5/2} \rightarrow ^6\)H\(_{5/2}\), \(^6\)H\(_{7/2}\), \(^6\)H\(_{9/2}\), and \(^6\)H\(_{11/2}\) transitions respectively. The proposed glass system may be potential as active lasing media.
Synthesis and Enhancement of Luminescence Properties of Co\textsuperscript{2+}: Zn\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{4} Willemite Based Glass Ceramic Derived for Potent Optoelectronic Applications
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Abstract. A series of zinc silicate glasses doped (Cobalt Oxide) Co\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} based empirical formula [ZnO\textsubscript{0.55} WRHA\textsubscript{0.45}]\textsubscript{1-x}[Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}]\textsubscript{x} where x = 0, 0.01, 0.5 and 0.1 w.t.% was prepared by melt and quenching technique. Then, the alpha-willemite based glass ceramic doped Co\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} were derived from this precursor glass by a controlled crystallization process. The samples were subjected to heat treatment process at 950 °C. The formation of the alpha-willemite phase and morphology with increase of dopant was examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) technique. The crystallinity of the willemite based glass ceramic doped Co\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} was increased as the dopant increase. Besides, the optical absorption, optical bandgap and luminescence spectra of these glass ceramic also have been investigated. The absorption of alpha-willemite based glass ceramic doped Co\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} was increase as the dopant increase due to enhancement of crystallinity. Meanwhile, the optical band gap decrease as the dopant increase. The photoluminescence spectra of alpha-willemite based glass ceramic doped Co\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} exhibit blue emission. For these alpha-willemite based glass ceramic doped Co\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} materials showing bright colours, their emission profiles have also been measured and these emissions are found to arise due to the occurrence of d–d transitions. Such luminescent properties of alpha-willemite based glass ceramic doped Co\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} are expected to find potential in more optoelectronic applications.
Towards Dye Extraction using a Magnetic Aerogel
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Abstract. We present a novel hybrid aerogel which can be magnetically extracted from water, so filtration is unnecessary, and the aerogel itself can be washed. Our three-dimensional magnetic graphene-based aerogel (3DmGT-PVA) consists of graphene oxide (GO), oxidised carbon nanotubes (O-CNT), nickel zinc ferrite (Ni₀.₅Zn₀.₅Fe₂O₄) and poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA). The aerogel was characterized by using X-ray powder diffractometer (XRD), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to study the microstructure, morphology, magnetic and thermal properties. It was found that a mass ratio of 12:1 iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl₃-6H₂O) to graphene oxide (GO) and oxidised carbon nanotubes (O-CNT) mixture maximised adsorption capacity (qₑ = 3.77 mg/g on methylene blue (MB)) and had a magnetic strength of Mₛ = 3.519 emu/g. 3DmGT-PVA was shown to adsorb the most common dyes, crystal violet (CV, η = 8.9%), methyl orange (MO, η = 4.2%) and mixture of MB, MO and CV (cocktail, η = 11.1%). We also found that this aerogel can be reused for three regeneration cycles, with a regeneration efficiency of over 82%. Finally, we have proved that this aerogel is not toxic to living organism, strongly proposing that this 3DmGT-PVA shows great promise as a means of treating industrial wastewater.
A Brief Review on the Fundamentals of Multiferroic Materials and their Possible Applications

Abdul Halim Shaari, Lim Kean Pah, Chen Soo Kien, Mohd. Mustafa Awang Kechik and Zainal Abidin Talib
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Abstract. Nowadays the term multiferroics is commonly used to indicate the materials that display ferroelectric and ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, or antiferromagnetic orders simultaneously in single or even in multiphase materials. Multiferroics belong to the family of multifunctional materials in which at least two of the ferroic orders, including ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity and ferroelasticity, exist concurrently. More specifically, in materials that simultaneously show ferromagnetism and ferroelectricity and the coupling between these two order parameters, the polarization can be handled by a magnetic field and the magnetization of the material by an electric field, and such materials are known as magnetoelectric multiferroics. The paper first introduces the basic physics behind perovskite multiferroics. Some of the fundamental aspects of solid-state multiferroic materials, followed by the detailed presentation of the latest and most interesting proposed applications of these multifunctional solid-state compounds driven by their fascinating physical properties and huge potential for technological applications will be addressed. The relationship between ferromagnetic, ferroelectric, multiferroic, and magnetoelectric materials are as shown in the Figure below by W. Eerenstein, N.D. Mathur, J.F. Scott, Nature 442 (2006) 759–765.
UV-Vis Spectroscopy of Samarium Doped Wollastonite - CaSiO$_3$:Sm$^{3+}$
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Abstract. This paper reports the UV-Vis studies on wollastonite doped samarium oxide, CaSiO$_3$:Sm$^{3+}$ using recycled soda lime silica (SLS) glass bottles under the conventional melt-quenching method. A batch of prepared glass was mixed with CaO and Sm$_2$O$_3$ in a composition ratio of [(SLS)$_{0.79}$(CaO)$_{0.21}$]$_{1-y}$[Sm$_2$O$_3$]$_y$ where $y$ = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) wt.%. The UV-Visible spectroscopy was used to determine the absorbance spectra of the glass ceramic specimens and to gauge their optical band gap energy. Experimental result shows the absorption spectra of Sm$^{3+}$ doped wollastonite based glass-ceramic specimen sintered at five varying temperatures was observed in the 250-500 nm region. The absorption curve in the glass and glass-ceramic systems shows that intensive absorption occurs between the 260-400 nm ranges. The higher intensity of the absorption spectra was observed with elevated sintering temperatures. Because at lower temperatures, the densification is low that results in significant light scattering and opaque samples, whereas higher temperatures produce additional absorption and scattering. The absorption spectra of undoped and Sm$^{3+}$ doped wollastonite based glass-ceramic specimens sintered at five varying temperatures were observed in the 250-500 nm region. The absorption curve in the glass and glass-ceramic systems shows that intensive absorption occurs between the 260-400 nm ranges. It can be inferred that increasing the amount of Sm$^{3+}$ resulted in increased intensity of the absorption spectra. This increase is because of the charge transfer state of the samarium-oxygen interactions ions, which overlaps with the absorption band of the host lattice and causes the charge transfer state.
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Abstract. Incorporation of rare earth into borotellurite glass spearheads more research works on a development of optical devices application. In this work, melt-quenched technique has been used to prepare samarium doped borotellurite glass. From the results, the amorphous nature of the glasses were confirmed through XRD spectral analysis. Whereas, the FTIR spectral analysis confirmed the presence of BO$_3$, BO$_4$, TeO$_3$, TeO$_5$ and B – 0$^{-}$ structural units in the glasses. The absorption and emission spectra were analysed by UV-Vis and photoluminescence spectrophotometer in order to determine their optical properties. From the absorption spectra, three strong absorption peaks were observed and resolved in the ultra violet and visible regions due to transitions between the ground state and various excited state of Sm$^{3+}$ ions. Meanwhile, from the luminescence spectra the upconversion emissions were found centered at 562 nm, 599 nm, 645 nm and 706 nm under the 480 nm excitation wavelength. The photoluminescence result reveal that 1.0 mol% of Samarium is the optimum concentration as shown by its most intense emission spectra. Some other results were also been analyzed, discussed and presented in this works.
The Impact of Zr Substitution on the Crystal Structure of Yb doped BaCeO$_3$ Solid Solution Prepared by a Sol-gel Method
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Abstract. A modified sol-gel method using metal nitrate salts was adopted to synthesis proton conductor of Ba(Ce$_{1-x}$Zr$_x$)$_{0.95}$Yb$_{0.05}$O$_{2.975}$ where $x$=0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 ceramic powders. The aim of this work is to study the crystal structure of Yb-doped barium cerate solid solution at different Zr concentrations. The powder was calcined at 1100°C for 12 hours and pressed at 5 tons to become a pellet by a dry pressing technique. The pellet was sintered at 1400°C in air for 6 hours and ground to powder form prior to the XRD measurement. XRD data of the sample at room temperature was analyzed using Rietveld refinement method in X’pert Highscore software. Two different crystal structures (orthorhombic and cubic), depending on Zr concentrations were observed by VESTA software with goodness of fit, GOF in average ~2.34. Phase formation, structure analysis and the empirical rule which holds the linear relation between lattice parameters at different Zr concentrations using Vegard’s Law were also presented and discussed.
Human Detection for Thermal and Visible Images

Mazlinda Ibrahim

Abstract. Human detection and localization is one of the importance aspects in computer vision. It has broad applications in surveillance, robotic, driver assistance system, and for the military application. The task is difficult because its depends on various conditions such as illumination, distance, human pose and weather condition. This study aimed to investigate human detection methods for thermal and visible images. We have explored three methods which are histogram of oriented gradient, integral image and aggregate of channel features. Our result showed that histogram of oriented gradient outperformed the other two using the tested images. However, the method is only applicable when the human is on the standing or upright position and limited to a certain distance between the scene and the camera position.

Effects of Convective Boundary Conditions and Heat Transfer on MHD Stagnation Point Nanofluid Flow Past a Shrinking Sheet

Nor Ain Azeany Mohd Nasir, Anuar Ishak, Ioan Pop, Fatin Amirah Ahmad Shukri, and Nurulhuda A. Manaf

Abstract. The steady flow of a nanofluid's stagnation point Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) over a permeable shrinking sheet with convective boundary conditions and radiation effects is explored. The governing partial differential equations are converted using similarity transformation into a system of non-linear Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). The boundary value problem solver is selected in order to solve the ODEs. The roles of physical parameters such as the skin friction coefficient and local Nusselt number as well as velocity, temperature and nanoparticle volume fraction profiles are described in graphs and addressed in details. The findings showed that the suction strength improves the skin friction coefficient and the heat transfer rate as the sheet is shrunken. Meanwhile, the nanoparticle volume fraction and thermal boundary layer thickness are increased in the presence of radiation.
The Response of Ion Selective Electrode Based on Aryl Methyl Carbonylamino Thiazole Derivatives as Ionophore
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Abstract. Thiazole derivatives have been known to form a very stable complexes with metal ions. The properties of thiazole derivatives have made these compounds become a suitable ionophore which is a sensing material of Ion Selective Electrode (ISE). Ion Selective Electrode (ISE) based on ionophore is a liquid membrane sensor that having an attachable membrane on the bottom part of an electrode. This electrode is made up of four parts; body, silver electrode, internal filling solution and membrane. The membrane is consisting of four components, ionophore, polymeric membrane, ionic additive and plasticizer. This experiment is conducted to study the potential of aryl methyl carbonylamino thiazole derivatives as ionophore and its response in electrochemical set up. The response of ion selective electrode is depending on the compatibility of plasticizer and ionophore, and the composition of an ion selective membrane. The experiment conducted used the same plasticizer which is benzyl acetate (BA), and the same ratio of the component; 5.0:30.0:2.0:63.0 (Th:PVC:NaTPB:BA) by weight percentage; where Th is thiazole derivatives, PVC is polyvinyl chloride, NaTPB is sodium tetrphenylborate and BA is benzyl acetate. These components are acting as ionophore, polymeric matrix, ionic additive and plasticizer respectively. The Nernstian response for Cd2+ that obtained the best response with 26.96 mV/decade is when thiazole derivative of 2-chloroaniline is used as ionophore. The linear working range for this response is 1.0 × 10−6 to 1.0 × 10−3.
Effect of Mechanical Agitation on Cr-Al₂O₃ Nanocomposite Coatings Fabricated from Trivalent Chromium Electrodeposition
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Abstract. In the present work, Cr-Al₂O₃ nanocomposite coatings were electrodeposited onto copper substrate using a modified trivalent chromium electroplating bath with addition of 80nm Al₂O₃ powder. The effects of mechanical agitation of electrodeposition bath on Al₂O₃ particles dispersion and particles embedment were studied. The Cr-Al₂O₃ nanocomposite samples were subjected to different tests to characterize their surface morphology, crystalline structure and mechanical properties. The crystalline structure, composition and surface morphology of the deposits were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The corrosion resistance test was carried out by electrochemical polarization method. The microhardness was studied via Vickers Microhardness Test. The variation in the microhardness as a main property to achieve enhancement of Al₂O₃ incorporations with Cr matrix. The hardness results showed the Cr-Al₂O₃ composite coating has the best performance at 200 rpm stirring speed. The corrosion current density (i_corr) of Cr-Al₂O₃ coating revealed highest value at 200 rpm. This result indicated that the corrosion resistance performance of Cr-Al₂O₃ coating decreases with increasing Al₂O₃ particles content.
The Electrochemical Performance of Superconcentrated Na⁺ Salt in Ionic Liquid-Based Gel Electrolytes for Application in Sodium Rechargeable Batteries
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Abstract. Superconcentrated (highly concentrated) solutions are emerging as a new class of liquid electrolyte with various unusual functionalities beneficial for advanced sodium (Na) battery application. Herein, we reported the effect of high concentration of sodium fluorosulfonyl imide (NaFSI) in methylpropylpyrrolidinium (C₃mpyr) FSI ionic liquid (IL) with and without the presence of ethylene carbonate (EC) in gel state electrolyte for potential application in sodium secondary battery. NaFSI is highly soluble in the IL allowing the preparation of mixtures that contain 55 mol% of salt and the addition of 30 wt% of EC being studied for electrochemical performance. The ionic conductivity and thermal stability are evaluated through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) respectively. FTIR showed the C=O-C stretching mode at 1060 cm⁻¹ in pure EC shift to higher wavenumber 1078 cm⁻¹ with the presence of EC as well as the C=O indicating that the oxygen lone pair of EC also provides coordination site for Na⁺. Stable gel electrolytes does not significantly affect the liquid-like ion dynamics in these materials. The ionic conductivity gel electrolyte at room temperature is slightly increase by 0.003 S cm⁻¹ with EC present. Despite of having lower conductivity compared to liquid state electrolyte, the gel electrolytes show high Na⁺ transference number and the deposition and dissolution of sodium metal were observed in cyclic voltammetry. The prepared gel electrolytes were verified in half-cells at room temperature using Na₃V₅(PO₄)₃ as a cathode.
Modification of Gold Electrodes using Reduced Graphene Oxide for Cortisol Electrochemical Biosensor
Ahmad Farid Mohd Azmi1, Jahwarhar Izuan Abd Rashid1, Vayithiswary Kannan2, Muhammad Hafiz Ahmad2, Ainsah Omar3 and Emee Marina Salleh1,2
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Short Running Title: Modified SPGE using rGO as Cortisol Biosensor

Abstract. In this study, electrochemical sensor was developed for the determination of cortisol level using screen printed gold electrode (SPGE) modified with graphene oxide (GO) sheets. GO suspension was drop-casted then reduced electrochemically by cyclic voltammetry. Reduced GO modified gold electrode (rGO-SPGE) was characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). The results indicated a successful deposition and distribution of rGO onto the SPGE. Cortisol monoclonal antibody (C-Mab) was immobilized by treating the modified SPGE using N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) solution to activate carboxyl group (COOH) on the rGO surface which then reacted with amines (NH3) group of cortisol specific monoclonal antibody (C-Mab) to form an amide bond. The modified SPGE (C-Mab/rGO-SPGE) was then characterized for cortisol interaction using cyclic voltammetry (CV) techniques. A linear range was observed from 0.001 μg/mL to 10 μg/mL of hydrocortisone which is in the range of normal and stress human cortisol levels. The proposed procedure was observed to be providing good accuracy and precision.

Phase Formation and Morphology of NiO-BCZY Anode Functional Layer for Proton Conducting Fuel Cell
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Abstract. Fabrication of anode functional layer (AFL) between porous anode support and dense thin film electrolyte can enhance the overall performance of proton conducting fuel cell (PCFC) in terms of physical strength, reducing diffusion of metal cation into electrolyte, and reducing thermal expansion mismatch between layers. One type of optimization for AFL is to create a gradient particle size between anode support and AFL to reduce mass transport resistance and increase the triple phase boundaries (TPB). In this work, the optimum formulation and particle size of AFL for a PCFC button cell was investigated and analyzed. The samples were mechanically mixed with different weight ratio of NiO commercial powder and in-house developed BCZY synthesized by sol gel method (NiO:BCZY = 10:90, 20:80, 30:70, 40:60, 50:50, 60:40). The samples were calcined at 1450°C for 5 hours and the phase formation and morphology of each samples were characterized using XRD and FESEM to extract the lattice parameter, crystallite size and particle size of AFL composite, respectively. The result shows that only NiO:BCZY = 10:90 exhibited a composite of NiO and BCZY phases and smaller particle size than others. Thus, this ratio has the potential to be used as AFL in the PCFC button cell.
Abstract. In recent years, scientists have been working together to inherent the strength and performance of biopolymer to produced new class of bio based composite due to the concern of the environment. Starch is an organic chemical that is produced by all green plant. It has been stored in chloroplast in the form of the granules and in certain organs of the plant like the root of tapioca plant, the tuber of potato plant, the stem pith of sago, the seed of wheat, corn, rice and etc (Ning, Xingxiang, Haihui & Benqiao, 2009; Ramesh, Liew & Arof, 2011). Cellulose is one of starch polymer found abundantly on Earth (Samsudin & Isa, 2013). The chemically formula (C\(_6\)H\(_{10}\)O\(_5\)), shows that the cellulose is a polysaccharide consisting of a linear chain of several hundred to many thousands of β(1→4) linked D-glucose units. Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) has attracted more attention as a representative water-soluble polysaccharide. As for now, chitosan leads to negative effect and very expensive material when pure chitosan can rarely be obtained from the suppliers due to difficulty in extracted material. However, in this study the carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The film of biopolymer electrolyte (BPE) from CMC were prepared via solution casting method. Various amounts of ammonium thiocyanate, NH\(_4\)SCN ranging from 0 wt% to 50 wt% was added into the solution and stirred continuously for 24 hours to get homogenous solution which then poured into petri dish. It was left to dry for 24 hours again in an oven to form a thin film. The impedance of the samples was measured using the HIOKI 3531-01 LCR Hi-Tester interfaced to a computer with frequency ranging from 50 Hz to 1MHz at room temperature. While FTIR analysis is to see the occurrence of complexation and interaction of the polymer. The lowest conductivity of the sample is CMC-NH\(_4\)SCN (0 wt%) at 5.94 x 10-8 S cm\(^{-1}\) while the highest is CMC-NH\(_4\)SCN (15 wt%) at 5.5 x 10-6 S cm\(^{-1}\). After 15 wt%, the conductivity reduced which may due to agglomeration of polymer. It can be interpret through FTIR spectra when OH was stretching in plane at 1413 cm\(^{-1}\) and new peak observed at 2065 cm\(^{-1}\) which could be belong to thiocyanate (-S=C≡N) antisymmetric vibration of NH\(_4\)SCN. Hence, C=O also observed shifted to lower wavenumber upon dopant in CMC – NH\(_4\)SCN system at 1586 cm\(^{-1}\) wavenumber.
Effect of pH and Immersion Time on the Corrosion Protection of SDBS-ZnSO₄ Pre-Treated Mild Steel in Sodium Chloride Solution
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Abstract. In this study, mild steel were treated with SDBS-ZnSO₄ compound by immersing the mild steel coupons in a SDBS-ZnSO₄ bath of varying pH. The effect of bath solution pH and immersion time on the corrosion protection properties of SDBS-ZnSO₄ pre-treated coupons in sodium chloride solution was investigated using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and polarization measurements. From the EIS results, it was found that the inhibition efficiency provided by the pre-treatment was significantly affected by the pH of the bath solution where inhibition was highest at pH 6. Increasing the immersion time from 1 h to 24 h increased the inhibition efficiency and it was maintained throughout the exposure period. From the polarization measurements, the current density was significantly reduced and the shift to a more positive corrosion potential value indicated a higher protection layer was formed on the metal surface during longer immersion. It has been found that longer pre-treatment immersion time allows a denser protective layer formed which prevented the diffusion of water towards the mild steel substrate that can lead to corrosion.
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Generalized Function Projective Synchronization of 4D Chaotic Laser System for a Secure Communication
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Abstract. In this paper, a new communication scheme based on generalized function projective synchronization (GFPS) of new 4D chaotic laser system studied by Natiq (2019) is proposed. The communication scheme is consist of the chaotic transmitter (drive system), the chaotic receiver (response system), the modulation and the demodulation technique. The modulation mechanism is to modulate the message signal into the system parameter. Hence, we check the system is still hyperchaotic after employing that system parameter. Then, the signal is sent to the receiver through public channel. We derived a controllers so that the response system can synchronize completely with the master system by using GFPS. Therefore, the receiver can extract the message signal successfully by the identifier parameter and the corresponding demodulation technique. Numerical results proved the effectiveness and the feasibility of the proposed communication scheme.
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Key Properties and Benefits of Clay in Environmental Protection
Muntari Mudi Yar' adua
Hassan Usman Katsina Polytechnic Katsina Nigeria

Abstract. This study examines the properties and benefits of clay and whether its use as a construction material enhances environmental protection. The rationale for this examination stems from the views held by scholars that clay bricks are more preferred as sustainable building materials; however there is limited research into whether the choice of clay materials is influenced only by its environmental benefits. The study undertook a systematic literature review and adopted a quantitative research methodology involving the survey of the selected building and civil construction companies in Katsina, Kano and Kaduna states of Nigeria. The research data collected on the economic, social and environmental properties of clay and its benefits in environmental protection, was analysed using descriptive statistical techniques. The study found that the economic aspects of clay make it more attractive as a building material that is useful in environmental protection. The study recommends further research into the improvement of clay as a building material that addresses the sustainable triple bottom line of economics, social and environmental requirements.
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Effect of Gamma Radiation on Micromechanical Behaviour in Microelectronic Packaging
Noor Fadhilah Binti Rahmat
Universiti Pertahanan Nasional Malaysia

Abstract. Electronic packaging is the technology relating to the establishment of electrical interconnections and it is a major discipline within the field of electronics engineering. Packaging of an electronics system must consider the protection from mechanical damage, cooling, radio frequency noise emission and protection from electrostatic charge. Solder had been widely used as interconnection materials for microelectronic package. Nevertheless, solder joint in radiation need higher resistance to any damage caused by ionizing radiation. In this study a lead-free solder alloy 96.5Sn3.0Ag0.5Cu Wt.% (SAC305) was developed and subjected to various doses of gamma radiation and used Nano indentation approach in order to investigate the effect of the radiation to micromechanical properties of the solder. This paper presents the studies to determine hardness and elastic modulus of intermetallic compound (IMC) layers in lead-free solder joints using nanoindentation technique. The results showed that the hardness, H and elastic modulus, E of SAC solder changed when exposed to gamma rays. Highest mean hardness, 302.646 MPa was calculated on solder joint which was exposed to 5000 Gy dose of gamma radiation. This value indicates possible radiation hardening effect on irradiated solder. The hardness gradually decreased when exposed from dose of 5 Gy to 500 Gy. These value are also lower than the hardness of non-irradiated sample indicating possible radiation damage and needs further related atomic dislocation study.
Electrochemical Studies of Polymer Gel Electrolytes based on Agarose:LiBOB and P(VP-co-VAc):LiBOB
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Abstract. This study focuses on preparation and characterization of polymer gel electrolytes (PGEs) based on agarose:LiBOB:DMSO and poly(1-vinylpyrrolidone-co-vinyl acetate) [P(VP-co-VAc)]:LiBOB:DMSO. PGE were prepared by dissolving different amount (1-8 wt.%) of agarose and (1-8 wt.%) P(VP-co-VAc) into 0.8 M of LiBOB:DMSO solution. The addition of 1 wt.% of agarose and P(VP-co-VAc) into 0.8 M of LiBOB:DMSO solution will result an optimum conductivity which is 6.91 x 10^-3 S.cm^-1 for agarose:LiBOB:DMSO system and 7.83 x 10^-3 S.cm^-1 for P(VP-co-VAc):LiBOB:DMSO system. In the studied temperature range of conductivity discovered that the agarose:LiBOB:DMSO an d P(VP-co-VAc):LiBOB:DMSO polymer gel electrolytes abide by Arrhenius rule indicating that this PGEs could run at elevated temperature conditions. Furthermore, transference number confirms that both electrolyte systems have a good ionic transport. And, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurements demonstrate the both systems of agarose:LiBOB:DMSO and P(VP-co-VAc):LiBOB:DMSO are good in electrochemical stability.
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Abstract. Plasticized gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) are prepared using the mixture of 1.0 g of cellulose acetate (CA), 30 wt.% of magnesium triflate (MgTr) and 0-50 wt.% of ethylene carbonate (EC) plasticizer. The ionic conductivity of GPE showing the highest value at 40 wt.% EC with conductivity value of 2.44 x 10^-4 S.cm^-1. The increase in ionic conductivity of GPE is due to charge transporting ion leads to the increasing of the ionc mobility as confirmed by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis. The plots of temperature dependence conductivity shows an Arrhenius relationship. The complexation between CA and MgTr in FTIR are confirmed based on Mg2+ that form a coordination bond with the oxygen atom at functional group (C-O). FTIR also reveals that EC has been penetrated into the CA polymer chains and created more free volume without perturbing the CA:MgTr complexes. Analysis of x-ray diffraction (XRD) showing the addition of plasticizer has increased the amorphosity of CA:MgTr system thus enables ion to easily migrate and as a result the ionic conductivity will enhance. The enhancement of conductivity in this system can be confirmed by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopic (FESEM) analysis, where the amount of pores increase as the concentration of EC increases until 40 wt.%.
Influence of Surfactant on the Synthesis of NiO Nanoparticles by a Sol-gel Method
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Abstract. Nickel oxide nanoparticles (NiO-Nps) has been widely used in many application due to its great properties. There are several synthesis methods that can be utilized to obtain nanosized NiO powder such as co-precipitation, hydrothermal decomposition, microwave assisted and sol-gel method. In this work, NiO nanoparticles were synthesized by a sol-gel method assisted with Triton X-100 as surfactant. The solution was controlled at pH 1, and then calcined at temperature of 450\degreeC. The influence of surfactant Triton X-100 on physical properties of NiO nanoparticles were investigated by PSA, FESEM and XRD. Structural analysis confirmed that a cubic structure of NiO nanoparticle was obtained without any impurities for both NiO prepared with and without surfactant. Morphological observation showed that the NiO nanoparticles prepared with surfactant tends to form agglomerates compared to one prepared without surfactant. The average diameter of NiO nanoparticles with and without surfactant was approximately in the range of 20-100nm and 43.8nm, respectively.

Controlled Growth of Root-Free Ni\textsubscript{3}Si\textsubscript{2} Nanowires for High Performance Supercapacitor Electrode
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Abstract. One-dimensional based nanowire electrode has been recently attracting extensive interest in energy storage and conversion applications owing to its unique physical properties of extremely large surface areas and good electrochemical capability. In this work, the root-free nickel silicide nanowires (Ni\textsubscript{3}Si\textsubscript{2} NWs) were grown by following a solid-phase diffusion control growth mechanism at different growth parameters. These NWs were mainly in a single crystalline structure with a preferred orientation of (100) plane. Moreover, the NWs exhibited excellence physical properties such as thin, straight, long, and root-free with their average length and diameter of the nanowires were 12.5 ± 0.5 µm and 13 ± 0.5 nm respectively, as well as a high aspect ratio of 923 and extremely large surface area of 5.184 × 10\textsuperscript{11} NWs/cm\textsuperscript{2}. The fabricated Ni\textsubscript{3}Si\textsubscript{2} NWs/activated carbon-based asymmetric supercapacitor demonstrated a maximum specific capacity of 578.3 C/g and energy density of 62.24 Wh/kg at 387.5 W/kg, and good cyclic stability with 76 % of capacity retention after 3, 000 cycles. The optimization of the growth parameters and the correlations of the electrochemical performances with the morphological, structural, and compositions properties of the Ni3Si2 NWs are comprehensively discussed.
Effect of Particles Size on Cu (II) Ion Removal from Aqueous Solutions using Fe$_3$O$_4$ Nanoparticles Adsorbents Synthesized from Mill Scale Waste
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Abstract. The study investigates contaminant removal of Cu (II) ion and the efficiencies of Fe$_3$O$_4$ magnetite nanoparticles (MNP). The Fe$_3$O$_4$ were synthesized from mill scales waste. The micron-sized MNP were milled using the high energy ball mills (HEBM) for several milling hours (1,3,5,7 and 9 h) to produce nano-sized particles. The characterization methods of X-rays diffraction (XRD), vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) and atomic adsorption spectrophotometer (AAS) were used to determine the crystal structure, hysteresis loop, particle size, specific surface area and adsorption capacity respectively. The effect of adsorbent dosage, initial ion concentration, contact time, temperature and pH value on the MNP’s particles were investigated. The adsorption kinetics was relatively fast and equilibrium at about 30 minutes. The adsorption equilibrium data obeyed the Langmuir model and Pseudo-Second-Order for kinetic data. Thermodynamic analysis has indicated spontaneous endothermic adsorption of Cu (II) on MNP. The adsorption capacity of Cu (II) ion onto MNP are 6.18 mg/g at 7 hours milling hours. The experimental results reveal the technical feasibility of MNP, it is easy synthesis, economically, eco-friendly and a promising adsorbent for environmental pollution cleanup.

Screen Printing Methods for The Fabrication of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs): A Short Review
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Abstract. A fuel cell is an electrochemical device which provides efficient and power generation. Due to the unique and performance characteristics of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), this device is well suited and suitable for distributed on-site cogeneration of heat and power. The SOFCs, in particular is an electrochemical device that generates electrical energy and heat from a gaseous state of fuel with an oxidant. The SOFCs is a power generation technology that is has high efficiency and environmentally friendly to generate electrical energy from hydrogen gas, natural gas and other renewable fuel. SOFCs can be fabricated in many ways and the focus is on the methods that can achieve large production and cost saving methods. The method of using screen printing for the planar SOFC fabrication has acquired a great interest in industry. In this review, will focus more on the knowledge and provide information about fabrications of SOFC using screen printing methods.
Abstract. High energy demand has driven the development of energy storage systems worldwide. The success and implementation of lithium-ion batteries have raised the issue of lithium supplies to the industries. Series of polymer blend of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-50% epoxidized natural rubber (ENR50) complexed with sodium trifluoromethanesulfonate (NaCF$_3$SO$_3$) based solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs) with different weight percentage of salts investigated for sodium-ion battery application. The maximum ionic conductivity obtained is $1.00 \times 10^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$ with 25 wt. % of NaCF$_3$SO$_3$ at room temperature and obeyed Arrhenius behaviour at two distinguish regions between 30°C to 60°C with activation energy (Ea1) at 1.27 eV and in second transition region between 60°C to 100°C with Ea2 is 0.19 eV and pre-exponential factor, $\sigma_2 = 8.57 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$. The conductivity transition at crossing point of these two linear regions has suggested that there is a correlation between temperature and solid-phase transition from a crystalline/semi-crystalline phase to a solid amorphous phase as proven by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) investigation (Tm was found around ~60°C ± 10°C). Higher sodium ion transference number was achieved at 0.23 in comparison to Li-based PEO-ENR50 electrolyte, 0.06. Whereas, both polymer electrolytes are ionically conducting with total ion transport of ca. 0.99 reflecting high ion dissociation of sodium salt in polymer electrolyte. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) indicated that Na-based polymer electrolyte has an electrochemical stability up to 5.0 V. Infrared analysis confirmed a polymer-salt interaction at ether functional group (1099 cm$^{-1}$) and thermal stability of SPE increase from 369°C and 503°C to 416°C and 522°C with addition of sodium salts due to the polymer-salt complexation. Above results suggested that PEO-ENR50-NaCF$_3$SO$_3$ has a promising potential to be applied as electrolyte in solid-state sodium ion battery.
The Effect of Sintering Temperature on Structural and Microwave Properties of Barium Hexaferrite Derived from Mill Scale
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Abstract. This project focused on the structural, magnetic and microwave properties of an M-type barium hexaferrite (BaFe12O19) derived from mill scale waste at a different sintering temperature (1000, 1100 and 1200 °C). The mill scale powder has been purified using impurity separation technique and magnetic separation technique, then oxidized at 500°C for 6 hours at 3°C/ mins to form hematite (Fe2O3). The comprise amount of BaCO3 and Fe2O3 powder are ground mixing and the high-energy ball milling technique (HEBM) to prepare the barium hexaferrite (BaFe12O19). The as-prepared BaFe12O19 was characterized by several measurements such as X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) to observe their crystallography and the magnetic properties, respectively. The complex permittivity, permeability and the reflection loss (RL%) were measured by a vector network analyzer in the range of 8–12 GHz (X-band). Samples morphology and the microstructure of samples was carried out using Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) and found the average particles size of the sample was in the range of 160–177 nm. The results show that M-type barium hexaferrite sintered at 1200°C gives the best minimum reflection loss (RL%) of −35.02 dB at the frequency 13.53 GHz with a bandwidth of 0.4 GHz for losses less than −10 dB at the thickness of 1 mm.
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Abstract. The expansion of oil palm industry has affected the environment and the poor handling of oil palm waste has greatly endangered the habitat surrounds it. The oil palm natural fibre waste can be put to good use and used as sound absorber for its amazing acoustic properties. At the same time, the demand for natural fibre sound absorbing panel is increasing due to its low cost fabrication and its healthier than synthetic fibre. This research has studied the acoustic properties of mixing empty fruit bunch (EFB) and oil palm frond (OPF) in thickness of 12 mm, 14 mm, 16 mm and 18 mm. The fibreboard has been fabricated at density of 120 kg/m3. The sound absorption coefficient, SAC and morphologies of all the samples were examined using the Impedance Tube Method (ITM) and Scanning Electron Microscope, (SEM). The SAC values of all the samples increased with increasing in thickness. It is noteworthy that this combination percentage of natural fibres of EFB and OPF show good acoustic performance where the SAC values above 0.8 at wide frequency range of 3000 to 6400 Hz. Sample thickness 14 mm and 18 mm achieved unity (1.0) at frequency range of 4000 Hz to 5500 Hz. In addition, all the samples were found to exceed 90% of absorption rate in the range of 4500 Hz to 6400 Hz. The morphology content of EFB and OPF help in enhancing the absorption rate.
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Band Structure and Thermoelectric Properties of Ni(x)Zn(1-x)Fe2O4
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Abstract. The band structure and thermoelectric properties of Ni(x)Zn(1-x)Fe2O4 have been investigated. The bulk pellets were prepared by appropriate amounts of analytical grade ZnO, NiO and Fe2O3 powder through solid-state method. It was possible to obtain high thermoelectric properties of Ni(x)Zn(1-x)Fe2O4 by controlling the ratios of dopant added and the temperature of the heat treatments. XRD analysis showed that the fabricated samples have a single phase formation of cubic spinel structure. The thermoelectric properties of Ni(x)Zn(1-x)Fe2O4 were improved when increasing Zn due to its high Seebeck coefficient and low thermal conductivity. It was found that the band gap of Ni(x)Zn(1-x)Fe2O4 becomes smaller with increasing Zn content and thus the electrical conductivity showed the highest electrical conductivity. The conductivity of the samples was found to be increased with increasing Zn content may due to presence of Fe3+ ions as Zn was added. Finally, it was reported that the electrical conductivity of ZnFe2O4 was higher than the conductivity of the NiFe2O4.
Photocatalyst Degradation of Methylene Blue by Using TiO$_2$-Graphene Composite
Mohd Fairul Sharin Bin Abdul Razak, Ong Soon Hin
UniMAP

Abstract. Inappropriate treatments of discharge wastewater from high colouring of concentrated dye in paint and textile industries are dangerous to the human and aquatic life due to the carcinogenic effect and chemicals toxicity. Therefore, by using a suitable treatment such as Advance Oxidation Process (AOP) of TiO$_2$ photocatalysis may reduce or even could fully treated of the polluted water into clean water. Moreover, with addition of graphene into TiO$_2$ system had increased the efficiency of TiO$_2$ photocatalysis by improving the amount of oxide radicals react with the dye radicals and eliminates the possibility any chances of recombination of photons and electrons during photodegradation process. Graphene/TiO$_2$ immobilized system was prepared by coated onto the glass supported by PVA/PVC binder. The adhesion of the immobilized system was fixed at ratio 1:0.025 of PVA/PVC binders. As a result, graphene/oxide immobilized system had improved the decolorization rate of methylene blue dye and by prolong the process treatment may improve the quality of treated dye with high sustainability photocatalytic process under good adhesion strength with lower cost. Indeed, the addition of binders also provides better surfaces and denser flat structure.

Development of a Computer-based Data Acquisition and Performance Analysis of Fuzzy-PID Hybrid Temperature Control for Torrefaction
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Abstract. Malaysia produces on average 30,000 tonnes municipal solid waste (MSW) daily to these saturated disposal landfill. Therefore, Malaysia has initiated a Waste-To-Energy (WTE) treatment system project to be implemented near to sanitary landfills. But, pre-treatment of the MSW plays an important role before incineration. Unfortunately, MSW in its natural state is not an efficient method approach hence, processing treatments which enhance the properties such as moisture content (MC) and higher heating value (HHV) of the MSW are rising to attention. One of the processing treatments is known as torrefaction process which is a thermal decomposition process of MSW at a temperature between 130°C to 300°C. The main objective of this study is to compare and study the performance of hybrid fuzzy-PWM and PID controller on regulating the temperature level on the torrefaction process during the thermal decomposition. Each controller has its own downside effects in output response such as long rise time, high overshoot percentage and long settling time. This research aims to study the effect of PID and Fuzzy-PWM hybrid controller for temperature control during the torrefaction process. The PID controller is manually tuned resulting in 7 different forms of tuning parameters. The most suitable PID tuning is chosen based on shortest rise time, lowest percentage overshoot and lowest peak temperature. As for fuzzy controller, there are 5 different forms of rule bases established for fuzzy controller. The most suitable fuzzy controller is chosen based on shortest settling time, lowest overshoot percentage and lowest peak temperature. The best PID and fuzzy controllers are used to develop the hybrid controller. As a conclusion, the hybrid controller has the ability to perform temperature control at 130°C and 150°C by exhibiting shorter rise time by 30%, shorter settling time by 14% and lower overshoot percentage by 94% as compared to conventional PID or fuzzy controllers in the industry.
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Abstract. Sodium-Ion Batteries has emerged as a potential alternative to the conventional Lithium-Ion Batteries, with current research focusing mainly on realising an all-solid-state battery system. In building a highly conducting hybrid electrolyte, Na$_2$ZnSiO$_4$ was synthesized using sol-gel method and then infused with ionic liquid Py$_{14}$TFSI. Crystal structure of hybrid Na$_2$ZnSiO$_4$ electrolyte was characterized by X-ray diffraction and refined by Rietveld method, showing phase purity at almost 100%. FTIR and FESEM-EDX measurements indicated that Py$_{14}$TFSI did not change the Na$_2$ZnSiO$_4$ structure and fill up the pores within the crystalline pellet. Highest conductivity value obtained by the hybrid solid electrolyte system of Na$_2$ZnSiO$_4$-Py$_{14}$TFSI is 5.0 x 10$^{-3}$ Scm$^{-1}$ at 498 K.
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Abstract. Solution-dispersed copper iodide (CuI) anode buffer layer has been reported previously to improve the photovoltaic performance of inverted type organic solar cell. In this work, instead of being deposited as separate layer, CuI was doped directly into an active layer of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT):(6,6)-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). Zinc oxide (ZnO) thin film, serving as cathode buffer layer, was spin coated on cleaned fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates. The undoped and 6 wt% CuI-doped P3HT:PCBM layers were then spin coated on top of ZnO and silver (Ag), acting as the top electrode, was deposited via thermal evaporation method. It was found that the solar cell with CuI doping achieved a better power conversion efficiency of 2.10% compared to the reference device with undoped P3HT:PCBM active layer (1.86%).
Effect of Vanadium Doping on Thermoelectric Properties of CaMnO$_3$ using First Principle Calculations
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Abstract. The study of thermoelectric materials that can convert heat to electricity is due to the search for clean energy conversion technologies. The dimensionless figure of merit (ZT) is a parameter for comparing thermoelectric materials and any materials display ZT more than or equal to 1, that is indicator for the materials to be useful for practical applications. Currently there are materials that exceed these value, however oxides with low ZT are considered promising due to less toxicity and stability at high temperature. In this paper, the electronic structure and thermoelectric properties of CaMnO$_3$ doped with 17% d block transition metal V using first principles calculations and semi-classic Boltzmann theory on Ca site as well as Mn sites. The G-type AFM phase is most stable among five phases for V doped CaMnO$_3$ a Mn site while V doped CaMnO$_3$ at Ca site displayed a stable A type AFM phase. The calculated band structure of V doped at Ca site shown the sample exhibit metallic behavior while V doped at Mn site sample shows a semi metallic behavior. The calculated partial density of states plot for V doped at A site shows that V d orbital electrons density of states has a highest peak and situated close to Fermi level at valence band and conduction band. The density of states of V d orbital electrons for V doped at Mn site has highest peak at the conduction band close also to the Fermi level. However, the band gap is still there but V doping has brought the Fermi level to the conduction band to change the CaMnO$_3$ from semiconducting behavior to the semi metallic behavior. Thermoelectric property calculations show that the magnitude of Seebeck coefficient decreased with V doping at both sites with V doping at Mn sites has the lowest magnitude of Seebeck coefficient. All samples show the negative Seebeck coefficient indicating n type behavior. The magnitude of conductivity increases with V doping with the highest magnitude belong to V doped at Mn site. The magnitude of thermal conductivity also increased with V doping at Mn site, but shows a reduction for V doping at Ca site. The figure of merit ZT for V doping at Ca site shows a significant improvement over pure CaMnO$_3$ at 0.57 at 800 K. However, V doping at Mn site sample shows a reduction of ZT, lower than pure CaMnO$_3$ at 0.002 at 800 K compare to 0.007 for CaMnO$_3$ at 800 K.
Fabrication of Porous ZnO:Al Nanostructures Using Microwave Assisted Hydrothermal Method
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Abstract. The aim this work is to investigate the effect of Al layer thickness on the formation of ZnO nanostructures synthesized using microwave assisted hydrothermal method. Five different Al thicknesses (0, 10, 30, 50, and 150 nm) were deposited on the Si substrates. Subsequently, ZnO seeds were spincoated on the layer followed by immersion in ZnO growth solution. The microwave power and the growth period were fixed at 10\% and 30 min, respectively. Without Al layer, common ZnO nanorods with length and diameter of 350 nm and 50 nm respectively were observed. By comparison, all samples with Al layer exhibited the formation of flaky structures with thickness between 10 nm and 20 nm. The height of the nanoflakes was directly dependent on the thickness of Al layer. These thin nanoflakes are linked together producing large scale porous nanostructures. Thin film XRD confirmed the formation of ZnO wurtzite based structure without any secondary crystalline phase. The steady increment in $I_{002}/I_{101}$ with thicker Al layer represented strong c-direction growth of the crystal. Although all samples with Al layer exhibited continuous improvement in ethanol vapor detection sensitivity, lowering the operating temperature remains as the major challenge. The possible construction mechanism of the unique ZnO nanoflakes grown using the present approach will also be presented.
**The Effect of Blast Exposure Distance on Hardness and Reduced Modulus Properties of Lead Free Solder**
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**Abstract.** The effect of blast exposure distance of lead free solder towards micromechanical properties has been investigated. Sn-Ag-Cu (SAC) solder exposed to 1000 g of Plastic Explosive. The soldered sample were place at 1 m, 2 m and 4m at distance from the blast source. The nanoindentation test was used in order to evaluate the distance of blast exposure effect on solder sample in more details and localized. Prior to nanoindentation test, the specimens were cross-sectioned diagonally. The constant load nanoindentation was performed at the center of solder to investigate the hardenss and reduced modulus. The load-depth curve of nanoindentation for the blast exposure at 1 m distance has apparent the discontinuity during loading compared to control sample. The hardness value decreased as the distance from blast source increased. However, the hardness increased when the distance increased to 4 m. The results obtained from nanoindentation is important in assessing the effect of sample’s distance from blast source.

**The Effect of Cooling Rate at the Cooling Bed Step on the Volume Fraction of the Constituent Phases of the Tempcore Steel Rebar**
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**Abstract.** The tempcore process considers as the most widely process that is being used in the production of reinforced steel rebar. The normal tempcore process is fundamentally dependent on the amount of latent heat in the core of the steel rebar, and the cooling rate of the rebar cross section. Cooled water box and the cooling bed have a powerful effect on the cooling rate of the steel rebar. This research has been designed to monitor the continuous cooling transformation CCT diagram of steel rebar with different two contents of residual elements. Moreover, the effect of cooling bed’s conditions has been simulated to identify the effect of cooling rate at the cooling bed step on the microstructure, as well as the hardness value of the produced steel rebar. It was found that the cooling rate at the cooling bed step has a great powerful effect on the produced steel rebar in term of bainite phase increment, and the hardness value as well.
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Abstract. Palladium nanoparticles immobilized onto anatase phase of TiO$_2$ were successfully synthesized by simple colloidal method. This catalyst was highly active and selective for the hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde to hydrocinnamaldehyde at 50°C under low hydrogen pressure. The trend for conversion and selectivity in this liquid phase hydrogenation demonstrated the influenced of particle size diameter of the catalysts. Smaller diameter provide more active size thus results in 48% conversion and 60% selectivity to hydrocinnamaldehyde. Whereas larger particle size of 5.5 nm gives lower conversion and selectivity.
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Abstract. An anti-hypertensive drug, captopril (CPL) was successfully intercalated into the interlayer spaces of zinc-aluminium-layered double hydroxide (ZLDH) for the formation of ZCPL hybrid nanocomposite by self-assembly method. The concentration of CPL used was 0.08 M and pH 7 in a constant 3:1 molar ratio of Zn:Al in the mother liquor. The intercalation of CPL was confirmed as the powder X-ray diffraction pattern (PXRD) showed an increased in the basal spacing from 8.91 Å in ZLDH to 9.69Å in the ZCPL hybrid nanocomposite. FTIR study showed the intercalated compound of ZCPL resembled the spectra of ZLDH and CPL thus indicating the presence of both functional groups in ZCPL spectra. CHNS analysis showed the ZCPL nanocomposite contains 30.63% (w/w) of CPL calculated based on the percentage of carbon in the sample. It was also found that the BET surface area increased from 1.7 m$^2$/g to 10.9 m$^2$/g for ZLDH and ZCPL, respectively. The release of CPL from the interlayer spaces of ZCPL was done in 0.0001 M phosphate, carbonate, nitrate, and normal saline solutions with percentage released of 48, 30, 24 and 19%, respectively. This study suggests that ZLDH can be used as a carrier for drugs that allow safe and controlled delivery of various bio agents into target with high efficiency.
Study on the Impact of pH Adjustment to Remove Metallic Ions using Membranes
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Abstract. Iron and manganese occur naturally in groundwater. Both metallic ions at excessive amounts normally contribute to rusty taste and reddish color to the water. Membrane technology may improve the conventional groundwater treatment method which commonly requires a large area and a lot of manpower. The present experimental work focused on membrane filtration of iron and manganese in order to study the influence of pH adjustment to the prepared artificial groundwater on permeates quality and membrane performance. In this study, two commercially available NF/UF membranes (TFC-SR3, GHSP) and a fabricated polysulfone UF membrane (GOS) are tested to examine their capabilities in treating groundwater for drinking water resources. In order to achieve WHO drinking water standard, permeate quality of the artificial groundwater is considered satisfy if iron and manganese have reached 0.3 and 0.1 ppm, respectively. Experimental results showed that pH at range of 3 to 11 have significantly improved membrane performance in terms of their rejection. Rejection of iron at feed concentration of 100 ppm increased as pH of feed solution increased for all tested membranes. However, the manganese rejection with feed concentration at 50 ppm showed different performance for each membrane. The solution pH played an important role in changing the membrane surface properties. This concludes that solute-membrane interaction mechanism has improved the performance of the tested membranes.
Enhanced Optical Efficiency of Graphene Oxide-coated Tellurite Glasses Doped with Erbium for Advanced Fiber Optics
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Abstract. Graphene oxide (GO) is a two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials, which currently captured particular interest for optoelectronics and biotechnology applications. In this work, we experimentally utilize the coatings of GO for a single and double sides on the tellurite glass surface using the spray coating method, which can significantly enhance its optical characteristics. Due to an existence of a large amount of oxygen-containing functional groups, GO can readily make it possible to hold a great potential for the use of a coating layer on erbium oxide doped tellurite glass which has been successfully prepared via melt-quenching technique. The results of characterization through Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) analyses of graphene oxide-coated tellurite glasses has been presented and the optical band gap energy was analyzed to be improved on the glass system. The structural analysis determined by XRD pattern proved the amorphous nature of the glass system and also the surface morphological of GO deposited on the glass surface was examined. The refractive index and electronic polarizability were calculated for the fabricated glasses. The experimental results reveal that the tellurite glasses coated with graphene oxide gives better performance compared to the uncoated glasses by its ability to enhance the band gap energy, considering its potential use for fiber optics applications.
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Abstract. The effect of drying method on selected material properties of nanocellulose was investigated. Samples of nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) and bacterial nano cellulose (BNC) were each subjected to two distinct drying methods: freeze drying and oven drying. The morphology of both nano cellulose were scanned by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM). The thermal stability and crystallinity of the dried nanocellulose were evaluated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and X-ray diffraction.
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Abstract. Current world events have made several countries as a target for terrorism. Chemical weapons are like nuclear weapons, which commonly referred to as weapons of mass destruction. Organophosphorus compounds have long been used as pesticides and have been developed into warfare nerve agents such as tabun, soman, sarin, VX, and others. They are highly toxic and considered to be the most dangerous chemical weapons. Development on protection material against of these weapons are gained interest among researcher. Nanocellulose is a renewable material that combines a high adsorption capacity, large surface area, high strength, chemical inertness, and versatile surface chemistry which make nanocellulose a very promising material for high-performance filters. Nanocellulose is expected could excellently remove chemicals agents in military. Therefore, the evaluation on the chemical interaction between nanocellulose and organophosphorus are important. The analyses of fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and scanning electron microscopy - energy dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX) were carried out in this study. This is the initial step to develop the nanocellulose as potential material for the military protection mask.
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Abstract. An antibacterial drug, Ciprofloxacin (CP) was successfully encapsulated into Ca/Al-layered double hydroxide (CLDH) by anion exchange method at optimum condition of 0.2 M CP and molar ratio of Ca:Al = 3. The pH of the synthesis of Ca/Al-CP-LDH (CCPLDH) was kept constant at pH11. This successfully intercalation confirmed by patterns analysis from Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Elemental Analysis (CHNS), Accelerated Surface Area and Porosity (ASAP) and Thermogravimetric and Derivative Thermo Gravimetric (TGA/DTG). Basal spacing of CLDH synthesized in this study observed from PXRD is 8.68 Å. Due to the inclusion of CP into the layered material, basal spacing expanded to 16.22 Å in CCPLDH. The FTIR spectra of the hybrid nanocomposite show resemblance peaks of the layered double hydroxide (LDH) and CP, indicating the inclusion of the drug anion into the LDH interlamellae. The percentage loading of CP calculated from the data obtained from CHNS analyzer is 75.85% (w/w) in CLDH. The physicochemical properties of the new formulation of drug, CCPLDH was significantly enhanced compared with the pure form, CP. This shows that the drug-inorganic layered material, CLDH has prospective application as the potential host of a novel drug delivery system.
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**Abstract.** The functionalization of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) with amide group is reported as an alternative to enhance response time, recovery time and sensitivity of detecting acetone gas. We have fabricated an interdigitated transducer (IDT) deposited with amide-functionalized CNT. The elemental compositional analysis was characterized using Energy Dispersion X-ray spectroscopy and CHNOS elemental analyzer. The detection of acetone gas was performed in room temperature and digital multimeter was employed to record the changes of resistivity of IDT upon exposure of acetone. Results showed that amide functional group increases sensitivity, shortens the response time as well as recovery time of the sensor.

---
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**Abstract.** An anti-hypertensive drug, captopril (CPL) was successfully intercalated into the interlayer spaces of zinc-aluminium-layered double hydroxide (ZLDH) for the formation of ZCPL hybrid nanocomposite by self-assembly method. The concentration of CPL used was 0.08 M and pH 7 in a constant 3:1 molar ratio of Zn:Al in the mother liquor. The intercalation of CPL was confirmed as the powder X-ray diffraction pattern (PXRD) showed an increased in the basal spacing from 8.91 Å in ZLDH to 9.69Å in the ZCPL hybrid nanocomposite. FTIR study showed the intercalated compound of ZCPL resembled the spectra of ZLDH and CPL thus indicating the presence of both functional groups in ZCPL spectra. CHNS analysis showed the ZCPL nanocomposite contains 30.63% (w/w) of CPL calculated based on the percentage of carbon in the sample. It was also found that the BET surface area increased from 1.7 m²/g to 10.9 m²/g for ZLDH and ZCPL, respectively. The release of CPL from the interlayer spaces of ZCPL was done in 0.0001 M phosphate, carbonate, nitrate, and normal saline solutions with percentage released of 48, 30, 24 and 19%, respectively. This study suggests that ZLDH can be used as a carrier for drugs that allow safe and controlled delivery of various bio agents into target with high efficiency.
Abstract. The scientific investigation based on the molecular design of aromatic compounds for high-performance chemosensor is challenging. This is because their multiplex interactions at the molecular level should be precisely determined before the desired compounds can be successfully employed as sensing materials. Here we report on the molecular design of chemosensors based on aromatic structural units of benzene as the organic motif of benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamides (BTA) and as the side-chains of benzyl pyrazolate complexes (BPz), respectively. In the case of BTA, the aromatic benzene act as the core to enables the formation of π–π stacking for one-dimensional materials having rod-like arrangements stabilized by threefold hydrogen bonding. We found that on the addition of nitrate the rod-like BTA spontaneously turned into random aggregate due to deformation of their hydrogen bonding to form inactive nitroso groups for non-optical detection capability. For optical detection, the aromatic benzene is placed as the side-chain of BPz ensuring cage-shaped molecules and benefiting the most from their central metal-metal interactions for fluorescence-based sensing materials. In particular, on benzene exposure, the Cu-BPz demonstrate blue-shift of its original emission band from 616 to 572 nm (Δλ = 44 nm) and emitted bright orange to green emission colours. We also observe a different mode of fluorescence-based sensing materials for Au-BPz that shows a specific quenching mechanism resulting 81% loss of its original intensity on benzene exposure to give less emissive of red-orange colour (λ = 612 nm). These synthesized compounds of BTA and BPz are promising materials for high-performance supramolecular chemosensor based on non-optical and optical detection of a particular interest analyte.
Optical and Dielectric Materials
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Abstract. Composite La$_{0.88}$Bi$_{0.12}$Mn$_{0.80}$Ni$_{0.20}$O$_3$ was synthesized using the conventional solid-state reaction method with sintering temperature of 1200 °C for 12 hours and the dielectric properties investigated. The X-ray diffraction result shows that the composite has a rhombohedral $\overline{R}3C$ structure with lattice parameter of $a = 5.52$ Å, $b = 5.52$ Å, $c = 13.37$ Å. Scanning electron microscope shows grains with approximately 2.22 μm in size with presence of voids of 1.60 μm. The dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss was measured in the range of 298 K to 473 K and are both temperature and frequency dependent. At1000 Hz to 100000 Hz, the $\varepsilon'$ is around 10000 and the dielectric loss tangent, Tan δ is below 1.5 which can serve as a capacitor. Further analysis using circuit model reveals that the high $\varepsilon'$ is due to the grain properties. The electric behavior of this composite is best represented by Quasi-dc model which consist of two universal capacitors in parallel. From the fitting, the value parameters obtained indicates high correlation of electrons between inter and intra-clusters. The activation energy, $E_a$ calculated from the conductivity of the sample gives a value of 0.116 eV.
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Abstract. SrXLiTeO$_6$ (X=La, Nd) double perovskites were synthesized using solid-state reaction method to investigate the effects of different ion substitutions on structural, dielectric and ac conductivity properties using x-ray diffraction and electrical impedance spectroscopy measurements. The X-ray diffraction patterns at room temperature confirm both SrLaLiTeO$_6$ and SrNdLiTeO$_6$ compounds crystallizes in monoclinic symmetry (P2$_1$/n space group). Dielectric properties were evaluated using dielectric constant, $\varepsilon'$ and dielectric tangent losses, tan δ. The compound shows significant frequency dispersion in its dielectric properties with non-Debye type plot with $\varepsilon'$ and tan δ shows enhancement and decrement with temperature, respectively for both compounds. At 1 MHz of all studied temperatures, X=Nd shows higher $\varepsilon'$values compared to X=La. The frequency dependent conductivity spectra follow the universal power law at all frequencies. The ac conductivity, $\sigma_{ac}$ at 1MHz varies from 1.75 x 10$^{-4}$ Sm$^{-1}$ to 7.24 x 10$^{-3}$ Sm$^{-1}$ for compounds with X=La and Nd, respectively. Electrical measurements were influenced the contribution from the lattice at high frequencies. The $\sigma_{ac}$ behaviour is due to the hopping of oxygen vacancies. Modulus analysis was performed to understand the mechanism of electrical transport process where it exhibits dispersion at both low and high frequencies, whereas non-Debye type relaxation was determined from variation in imaginary parts of modulus, $M''$ which shows dispersion at high frequencies.
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Abstract. Here we propose a rigorous configuration of using surface plasmon resonance properties on a side polished optical fiber in various sensor applications. The used of Au, Ag, Co, Pt with combination of several materials like TiO$_2$ and 2D-material like graphene oxide, MoS$_2$ and WS$_2$ are our motivation. The experimental technique is mainly focused on using side-polished or D-shape optical fiber. The process starts from polishing single mode fiber (SMF) with diameter of 125/85 microns. The power loss will be deliberately obtained from the polish optical fiber with record of loss of each sample. The samples were then undergone coating process in the evacuated chamber in the electron beam machine. Variation of thicknesses has been set in order to observed the effects of Surface Plasmon waves (SPs) acting on the optical fiber. This talk will generally describe potential application based on the respective SPR own by certain materials from different aspects of fabrication namely thickness layer, annealing process, size distribution, size of particles and spacing of the particles. The properties of these materials will be studied from tunability of the wavelength for specific aspect of sensor. The characteristics own were then been combined with various materials such as TiO$_2$ and 2D materials to observed their performance. Thickness on titanium (Ti) surface plasmon resonance (SPR) optical fiber sensor. The present configuration is included side-polished optical fiber sensor, titanium (Ti) coating, MoS$_2$ and sensing medium. We perform the performance of the design sensor in terms of sensitivity, detection accuracy and quality factor. Addition of MoS$_2$ layer on the Ti for example; will increase overall sensitivity of the device. The polishing region is covered by metallic layer acted as active sensing medium as the interaction between the SPW, fiber mode and consequently the fiber mode attenuation depend strongly on the refractive index of analytes. Variations of analytes used such as water, 60% alcohol, sodium chloride, glucose and sucrose can be determined by monitoring changes in the wavelength at which the resonant attenuation of the fiber mode occurs.
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Abstract. In this work, dielectric properties of ex situ polycrystalline Magnesium Diboride (MgB2) were investigated. The samples were obtained after sintering at 650 – 850 °C for an hour in argon gas flow. Measurements of dielectric permittivity, dielectric loss and alternating current conductivity were conducted in the frequency range of 100 Hz – 10 MHz at room temperature. X-ray diffraction (XRD) revealed the presence of dominant MgB2 phase in the samples. However, phases of Mg-O and B-O were also observed. It was found that the unit cell volume increased with increasing sintering temperature. For the samples sintered at higher temperature, higher AC conductivity and dielectric loss were measured indicative of improved grain connectivity. The semicircle observed in the complex impedance plots together with the combined spectroscopy plots suggests that the electrical behavior of the samples is mainly due to the bulk and grain boundary responses. This is likely to be due to the presence of the insulating oxides at the grain boundaries as opposed to the conductive intragrain.
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Abstract. This paper presents the study on synthesized the yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG), Europium-doped YAG (YAG:Eu) and, Europium and Dysprosium co-doped YAG (YAG:Eu,Dy) phosphors prepared by a Solution Combustion Synthesis (SCS) using a mixture of fuel (urea). The effects of Eu3+ and Dy3+ ions concentration and annealing temperature were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and photoluminescence (PL). The YAG nanocrystalline powders were calcined in the temperature range of 900 °C to 1200 °C for 4 hours. The Europium and Dysprosium were added in different concentrations in the range of 0.1 at.% to 1.0 at.% to the coarsened pure YAG particles in order to understand its influences on the optical properties and sintered microstructure. The doping of YAG:Eu and co-doped of YAG:Eu,Dy were calcined at temperature of 1100 °C for 4h. The X-ray diffraction results show that the phosphors are single phase YAG with crystalline size ranging from 30 to 40 nm. The room temperature photoluminescence results confirmed the introduction of the ion in the host lattice and its optical activation for all the Eu3+ and Dy3+ ions concentrations. The CIE1931 color coordinates shows that the samples emission lays in the near red region for Eu3+ ions concentration and near white region for addition of Eu3+ and Dy3+ ions concentration. The highest emission spectra intensity was achieved for a Eu3+ ions concentration of 1.0 at.% while 0.5 at.% for Dy3+ ions concentration and the ions luminescence were preferential excited with 395 nm for YAG:Eu while, 353 nm for YAG:Eu,Dy wavelength photons.
Corrosion and Microbial Inhibition Characteristic of Local Herb (Petai Belalang) on Stainless Steel (316L) in Seawater
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Abstract: Corrosion is a phenomenal problem which affects most industries globally. The consequences of neglecting the issue may yield to catastrophic incidents such as the collapse of a structure and loss of human lives. Hence, the needs of an eco-friendly solution to counter the rising situation is essential. In this study, a green approach of utilizing the beneficial properties of Leucaene leucocephala leaves extract (LLE) as additive to a newly formulated coating to prevent localized corrosion on stainless steel 316L (SS316L) is introduced. The performance of coatings with LLE is studied by varying the additive concentration according to the weight percentage (wt.%) and tested against two different medium, i.e., artificial seawater and real environment for 60 days. Multiple characterizations were executed including Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), antimicrobial assay (well-diffusion method), Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS), potentiodynamic polarization and Scanning Electron Microscope with Energy Dispersive X-Ray (SEM/EDX) to investigate the inhibitive properties of LLE and the stability of the new coatings in protecting the substrates. The presence of functional groups like carboxylic acid and carbonyl increase the strength of the coating and contribute to reducing the corrosion rate on SS316L. As an evidence, coating with the incorporation of 3% LLE possessed the optimum protection values for artificial seawater (60th day, Rct= 5.25 x10^3 Ω.cm^2 and CR= 3.21 x10^{-3} mm/year) and real environment (60th day, Rct= 14.50 x10^3 Ω.cm^2 and CR= 1.39 x10^{-2} mm/year). Moreover, it is also identified that the coatings with LLE decrease the corrosion current density, icorr exponentially, implying that the inhibitive action is mixed-type. Based on the antimicrobial screening, coatings with LLE showed a good ability to stop the growth of both S. aureus and P. aeruginosa when compares with the commercialized antibiotic, gentamicin. Additionally, the morphological study is also in agreement with the electrochemical result of optimum LLE concentration. Thus, it can be concluded that the addition of 3% LLE in rosin-based coating can enhance the anticorrosive and antimicrobial properties of coating to protect SS316L from the surrounding aggressive nature.
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Abstract. Biosynthesis of particles involves the use of safe biological agents as an eco-friendly and cost effective alternative to chemical synthesis. In this study, silver particles were biosynthesized by using silver nitrate and aqueous *Citrus Microcarpa* peel’s extract as the reducing and stabilizing agent. The biosynthesized silver particles were confirmed and characterized by UV-Vis Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). The UV-vis spectrum showed surface plasmon resonance (SPR) with maximum peak intensity around 450 nm. Images taken using SEM suggests that the silver particles were spherical in shape. The DLS studies show that silver particles have an average Z-diameter value of 235 nm with a polydispersity index of 0.363, which indicates the presence of agglomeration. The reaction parameters have a significant effect on the formation of silver particles. The highest absorbance recorded was 1.42 obtained under conditions of 72 hours reaction time, using 5 wt% peel extract to react with 8 mM silver nitrate solution in ratio of 1:5 (volume of 5 wt% peel extract to volume of 8 mM silver nitrate solution). Silver particles can be successfully synthesized by *Citrus Microcarpa* peel’s extract, which has potential to replace chemical method.
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Abstract. Currently, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and High-resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM) instruments were employed to characterize the state of carbon nanotube (CNT) dispersion in a polymer matrix. In our technique, conductivity mapping were obtained simultaneously with nanostructure surface mapping method to study first hand electrical properties of single walled carbon nanotubes and poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl). Morphology and conductivity mapping of the nanocomposites characterized by Atomic Force Microscope PeakForce Tunneling (AFM-PF-TUNA) will be less time and cost consuming. Highest conductivity measured from our film is 3 nA from the lowest point of the film. FTIR and Raman vibrational modes spectra were obtained of the polymer after SWCNT incorporation.
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Abstract. There is hot debate about using irradiated corn based bioplastic as packaging material. This review paper will be discussing and also to provide information on influence of radiation on the properties corn based bioplastic and its feasibility as packaging material. By using radiation, the properties of corn based bioplastic will be improve and also acceptable to use as packaging material. Irradiated corn based bioplastic also have wide range of technology, the availability, less harmful to environment and the most important is the potential to use as packaging material.
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Abstract. Organophosphate compounds (OPs) are widely used as pesticides, softening agents, lubricant additives and therapeutic agents. Some OPs are declared as nerve agents. OPs compounds act by inhibiting the enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AChE), which is fundamental for the control of nervous impulses transmission. It is well known that oximes are effective for the reactivation of OPsinhibited AChE. 2-pyridinealdoxime (2-PAM) is one of the most favoured reactivator of inhibited AChE. However, AChE activity in the central nervous system (CNS) was not significant. 2-PAM cannot penetrate into the CNS because of the blood brain barrier (BBB). The BBB only allows free diffusion of small lipophilic and uncharged molecules. It was reported that, the BBB penetration of 2-PAM was approximately only 10%. Therefore, it was deemed necessary to develop a new reactivator that can easily penetrate the BBB. Novel conjugation of glucose-oximes is a great approach to increase the BBB penetration. This is because, the presence of the sugar moiety would be recognised by the facilitative glucose transporter located at BBB. Thus, higher reactivation potency of inhibited AChE could be achieved. This glucose-oxime conjugate will be characterised and identified by 1H and 13C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). The relatively high reactivation activities will be examined by in-vitro and in-vivo study by using rat. The limit of detection, quantification range and linearity of the calibration curve of the 2-PAM reactivator will also be determined. This glucose-oxime conjugate holds great promise for the medical treatment of OPs poisoning in CNS.
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Abstract. Nowadays, huge amounts of industrial waste are being generated around the world. Without proper disposal of the industrial waste, it can be harmful to the environment. However, the disposal of the waste could lead to very high costs. The rising rate carbone lime waste (CLW) which is known as lime slurry produced as a by-product of acetylene production, has warranted the need for the repurposing. Carbone lime composed mainly of calcium hydroxide with minor parts of calcium carbonate. Although calcium based catalyst being studied as one of the efficient heterogeneous catalyst to produce the methyl ester but the properties of the catalyst still can be improved by transforming it into superbase catalyst with stronger basic strength. In this study, calcium rich solid superbase catalyst was synthesized by mixing the CaO with ammonium carbonate. Production of biodiesel by using carbone lime derived solid superbase catalyst was studied. The new catalyst was prepared via two-step calcination and impregnation process. All the catalysts were characterized by X-ray diffraction, CO2 temperature programmed desorption, Brunauer-Emmet-Teller isotherm and scanning electron microscope. The effect of different catalyst loading on transesterification reaction was studied by and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis and comparing the biodiesel yield produced. Fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) was successfully synthesized with the presence of carbone lime waste derived solid superbase catalyst.
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Abstract. The saffron or Azza'faran is one of the Islamic medicinal herbs. It is botanically known as Crocus sativus and classified in the iris family (Iridaceae). This plant is historically used as a food colouring and flavouring agent. It is actually among the most expensive spice in the world. In this study, the phytochemicals and the biological properties of Crocus species were reviewed. From the literatures, the extracts exhibited anti-Parkinson, anti-Alzheimer, antidepression and antihyperlipidemic activities. The extracts were investigated to detect the biomolecules. Major organic constituents such as the crocin, picrocrocin and safranal could be acquired from this miracle herb. In the methodology, the dried stigmas of Crocus sativus were extracted through maceration with methanol. Liquid chromatography was used to differentiate the natural compositions of the Crocus plant. In conclusion, picrocrocin could be successfully detected from the spectroscopic analysis.
Green Approach in Anti-Corrosion Coating by using *Andrographis paniculata* Leaves Extract as Additives of Stainless Steel 316L in Seawater
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**Abstract.** The analysis of anticorrosion coating by using *Andrographis paniculata* (kalmegh) leaves extract (KLE) as an additive to protect stainless steel 316L that immersed in seawater environment was successfully carried out. The anti-corrosive coating is the combination of selected binder, pigment, solvent, and additive. *Andrographis paniculata* leaves extract was selected as an additive due to excellent antioxidant properties. There are five types of coating with different concentration which are C1 (0 wt.%), C1 (3 wt.%), C1 (6 wt.%), C1 (9 wt.%) and C1 (12 wt.%). The coated substrate the immersed in seawater for 30 days and taken out for each subsequent 10 days for analysis. The analysis involves optical, electrochemical, and morphology studies. A few techniques involve including of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), potentiodynamic polarization (PP) and scanning electron microscope with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDS). The result of FTIR shows several functional group presence in the KLE that can enhance anti-oxidation properties such as phenol, carboxylic acid, carbonyl, and amide. The presence of andrographolide compound obtained from UV-vis analysis at peak absorption spectrum 229 nm. Electrochemical analysis result from EIS, the most efficiency coating was predicted at C3. Hence, it has higher $R_{ct}$ value and low $C_{dl}$ value. The result in EIS is corresponding to PP; hence the result of corrosion rate at C3 is the lowest value, which is 0.00211 mm/year at 30th day immersion. The observation on the surface morphology of the coating also shows that C3 that has a smooth surface with less pitting, cracks, and salt precipitate when compared to another coating. The addition of KLE increases the efficiency of anticorrosion coating with optimum concentration, which is 6 wt.%.
Computational Insights of Some Ruthenium Complexes with Azobenzene Derivatives for Non-Linear Optic Application
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Abstract. Metal complexes containing different azobenzene derivatives with different substituents provide different nonlinear optic (NLO) property. However, investigative of NLO property through experimental study may consume time and cost. Hence, computational study through Hartree-Fock (HF) based on a 3-21G level and density functional theory (DFT) methods based on LANL2DZ/6-31G level were used to investigate the NLO property for three complexes; Complex A, B and C. It was discovered that DFT-based calculations were more accurate than HF in providing the best geometry structure based on the result of bond length and bond angle. The investigation through DFT method revealed that the three complexes posses a high NLO property based on the value of total frequency-dependent first hyperpolarizability, \( \beta_{tot} \) obtained at the wavelength of 1064 nm. It was revealed that Complex C posses the highest NLO property with a value \( \beta_{tot} \) of 12414.87 x10^{-30} esu. followed by Complex A (11828.63 x10^{-30} esu) and Complex B (3372.10 x10^{-30} esu) at 1064 nm. The high NLO property of Complex C as compared to others is due to the presence of strong electron donating and withdrawing group from the azobenzene derivatives, which promotes higher electron delocalization effect. Their NLO property studies also supported by the dipole moment and HUMO-LUMO energy gap calculation.

Optimum Lasing Cavity for Erbium Doped Zinc Tellurite Glass Doped with Ag Nanoparticles

Nur Aina Mardia Binti Adnan
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Abstract. A laser cavity was constructed for excitation of Erbium Doped Zinc Tellurite Glass rods embedded with various concentration of Ag nanoparticles (TZEA). Central to the system is a Xenon flashlamp for optical pumping, and mirrors to amplify the light waves. The beams were made visible by detection using a phosphor card. The output of TZEA laser was characterized via spectrum analyser and was found that the spectrum dominated at line of 835 nm. The diameter of the beam spot on burn paper remains constant to rod diameter (6 mm) at high energy but linearly increases at low energy.
Microwave Absorption Properties of Monovalent Doped La$_{0.85}$Ag$_{0.15}$MnO$_3$ Manganite Prepared by Solid State Method
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Abstract. The microwave absorption of La$_{0.85}$Ag$_{0.15}$MnO$_3$ which prepared by solid state method was investigated. An analysis on X-ray diffraction measured data using refinement technique confirmed the rhombohedral structure of the sample. The microstructure of the sample which characterized from field emission scanning electron microscope, FESEM micrograph shown an irregular shape. Electrical resistivity measurement of La$_{0.85}$Ag$_{0.15}$MnO$_3$ showed transitions from metallic behavior to insulating behavior with two peaks were observed at 230 K and 242 K. Magnetic susceptibility versus temperature measurement showed the sample exhibit ferromagnetic at room temperature. The real and imaginary parts of permittivity, permeability as well as microwave reflection loss were measured by vector network analyzer in the 8-18 GHz of frequency range. The reflection loss of La$_{0.85}$Ag$_{0.15}$MnO$_3$ sample reached -57.2 dB at 16.41 GHz and the bandwidth corresponding to reflection loss below -10 dB (90% absorption) was 2.67 GHz.

Electroresistance Effect Due to Mo Substitution at Mn-site in La$_{0.85}$Ag$_{0.15}$Mn$_{1-x}$Mo$_x$O$_3$ ($x =$ 0.00 and 0.05) Monovalent doped Manganites
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Abstract. The electroresistance, ER effect of La$_{0.85}$Ag$_{0.15}$Mn$_{1-x}$Mo$_x$O$_3$ ($x =$0.00 and 0.05) samples which were prepared using solid method method have been investigated. Both samples showed transition from metallic behavior at low temperatures region to insulating behavior at high temperatures region under applied current of 5mA and 10mA. The metal-insulator transition temperatures, $T_{MI}$ decreased from 284 K ($x =0.00$) to 280 K ($x =0.05$) due to Mo$^{6+}$ substitution at Mn-site under applied current of 5mA. The increased of applied current to 10mA not much change the $T_{MI}$ for both samples however decreased the resistivity in the temperature region from 20 K – 300 K. The ER effect which related to decreased of resistivity under increased of applied current was observed has a maximum value at the vicinity of $T_{MI}$ with the value of $4355.07\%$ ($x =$0.00) and $1530\%$ ($x =0.05$). It is suggested that the decreased of resistivity at the vicinity of $T_{MI}$ may possibly due to reduction of scattering effect of conduction electrons and also due to the growth of conductive filaments under increased of applied current. These results indicates the potential application of La$_{0.85}$Ag$_{0.15}$Mn$_{1-x}$Mo$_x$O$_3$ ($x =$0.00 and 0.05) in spintronic devices.
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Effect of Fe Partial Substitution at Mn-site on Electroresistance Behaviour in La$_{0.7}$Ba$_{0.3}$Mn$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_3$ ($x = 0$ and 0.02) Manganites
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Abstract. La$_{0.7}$Ba$_{0.3}$Mn$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_3$ ($x = 0$ and 0.02) were prepared by using solid state synthesis method to investigate the effect of Fe$^{3+}$ substitution at Mn-site on electrical behaviour and structural properties. An analysis of x-ray diffraction data using refinement method showed both $x = 0$ and $x = 0.02$ samples were in single phased and crystallized in rhombohedral R-3c structural. From $p$ vs $T$ curves shown resistivity decreased under increased of applied current of 10mA for both samples in the temperature range of 20K-300K. The electroresistance, ER effect was observed have a maximum value at the vicinity of metal-insulator transition temperature, TMI for both samples with the value of 18% ($x = 0$) and 20% ($x = 0.02$). The increased of ER max may related to development of filamentary conduction path under increased of applied current. It is suggested that Fe substitution favours the growth of magnetic inhomogeneity which contribute to the formation of conductive path under increased of applied current.
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Green Approach of Rice (MR 219) Treatment using a 2-D Clinostat: Factorial Design Analysis
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Abstract. A sustainable and green approach was applied to treat rice (MR 219) in order to improve the rice yield (1000-grain weight) using a 2-D clinostat. A $2^3$ full factorial experimental design technique was used to investigate the effects of distances of rice seeds from the center of clinostat (1.5 and 2.5 cm), rotation speeds (2 and 10 rpm) and periods (5 and 10 days) on 1000-grain weight of rice (variety of MR 219) at low and high levels. The results were analysed using the Student’s $t$-test, analysis of variance and $F$-test by Minitab software to determine the significant factors that affected the yield. Main effects and interaction effects of the factors were also analysed statistically. The most significant variable was thus found to be distance of rice seeds from the center of clinostat followed by two interaction effects of rotation period and distance of rice seeds from the center of clinostat. Higher rice yield (28.96 g of 1000-grain weight) was achieved by the rice seeds treated with the clinorotation compared to that of control (23.06 g).
Effect of Fe Doping on the Structural, Electrical and Magnetic Properties of La_{0.7}Ca_{0.3}Mn_{1-x}Fe_xO_3 (x = 0, 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05) Perovskite Manganite Materials
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Abstract. The effect of Fe-substitution at the Mn-site in La_{0.7}Ca_{0.3}Mn_{1-x}Fe_xO_3 (x = 0, 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05) on its structural, electrical and magnetic properties has been studied. These properties were investigated via X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, temperature-dependent resistance measurements and temperature-dependent ac magnetic susceptibility measurements. XRD analysis showed all samples are single phase materials. Temperature dependent resistance measurements between 30–290 K showed all samples to undergo insulator-metal transition as temperature decreases. Increase in Fe doping for x = 0, 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05 causes the transition temperature T_M to decrease from 257 K, 244 K, 205 K and 162 K respectively. The magnetic susceptibility measurements showed the samples to exhibit paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition where the amount of Fe doping x progressively decrease the Curie temperature T_C from 230 K at x = 0 to 155 K at x = 0.05.

Synthesis and Characterization Barium M-Hexaferrites (BaFe_{12-2x}Co_xMn_xNi_xO_{19}) as a Microwave Absorbent Material
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Abstract. This study aims to synthesis microwave absorbent material from barium M-hexaferrites which doped Co-Mn-Ni ions (BaFe_{12-2x}Co_xMn_xNi_xO_{19}) using co-precipitation method with varying concentrations (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) and calcination temperatures at 200 to 800°C. Sample characterization was conducted to investigate the effect of doping concentration variations on the electrical, magnetic and microwave absorption properties using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM-EDX), Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM), and Network Vector Analyzer (VNA). The results from XRD characterization showed that the sample formed the barium iron oxide (BaFe_{12}O_{19}) phase with a = b = 4.35 Å and c = 13.803 Å. The results of SEM-EDX and TEM samples of BaFe_{9.6}Co_{0.8}Mn_{0.8}Ni_{0.8}O_{19} showed that the sample size ranged from 79 - 165 nm and the hexagonal crystal structure was formed. The magnetic properties with VSM indicate that the sample coercivity value decreases significantly from 0.413 T at x = 0.0 to 0.097 T at x = 0.8, indicating that the sample is soft magnetic. The value of electrical conductivity is in the range of 0.5 x 10^{-4} to 13.81 x 10^{-4} S/cm which shows that the sample is semiconductor. Analysis of the absorption properties of microwaves with VNA produced maximum permittivity and permeability values of 28.4 and 54.4 at 10.3 GHz, and a maximum Reflection Loss (RL) value of -20.20 dB at a frequency of 15 GHz with an absorption coefficient of 99.05% at concentration x = 0.6. The high permittivity, permeability, RL, and absorption coefficients indicate that the BaFe_{12-2x}Co_xMn_xNi_xO_{19} sample has the potential to be a microwave absorbent material on X-band to Ku-band frequency.
Solid State Synthesis and Characterization of Cu(II) and Ni(II) Polynuclear Metal Complexes With Ligand Derived from 3-Methoxy-4-Hydroxy Benzaldehyde and L-Leucine
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Abstract. Two polynuclear metal complexes with general formula $[\text{M}^{\text{II}}_3\text{L}_4(\text{H}_2\text{O})_9].4.5\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and $[\text{M}^{\text{II}}_3\text{L}_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_9]$.5H$_2$O for Cu(II) and Ni(II) ions respectively, have been synthesized via the one step solid state synthesis with ligand derived from 3-methoxy-4-hydroxy benzaldehyde and L-Leucine. The compounds were characterized by elemental analysis, ESI-Mass spectrometry, infrared spectroscopy, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and conductivity measurements. Data from experimental results showed that the ligand binds to two metal centers in a Tridentate (O N O) manner through the imine nitrogen, phenolic and carboxylic oxygen respectively. Antimicrobial activities of the ligand and the coordination polymers were investigated and found active against some selected bacterial and fungal species.
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Abstract. The imperative need for more efficient, robust, non-toxic and cheaper energy materials has led to an increasing focus on more resourceful materials along with the development of methods to characterize these materials. In the past, most of the innovation in material science was accomplished through exhausting laboratory experimentation. However, in the present era, this trend is rapidly transferring to quantum mechanically numerical modeling techniques for better understanding and tuning the materials electronic structure at atomistic level to achieve their required physical properties for advanced technological applications. Among these, first-principles approaches structured within density functional theory (DFT) are comprehensively employed to design and predict novel materials and tuning their properties accordingly. In this research work, very precise, robust, widely used state of the art full-potential (FP) linearized (L) augmented plane wave plus local orbital (APW+lo) method is applied to simulate, and then for the computation of the properties of the orthorhombic phase of tin monosulfide (SnS). To investigate electronic properties, FP-L(APW+lo) method is used in conjunction with modified approximations such as mBJ-GGA. Obtained results of structural, electronic and optical properties of the orthorhombic phase of SnS are presented. Moreover, our obtained results are also compared with the previous computational and experimental results on other phases of these important materials as well. The results of the presented work seem to be of fundamental importance and endorse the potential of its different phases for the fabrication of optoelectronics and photovoltaic applications.
GPU Based Computing For Application In Material Physics
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Abstract. With the advent of Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) it has now become possible to solve complex problems by using parallel processing techniques. The massively parallel nature GPU has made it capable of giving a performance in the range of Giga to Tera Flops as compared with traditional CPUs. GPUs are now extensively used in modern high-performance computing systems for their vast applications in the study of various properties of materials. We have studied the performance of Nvidia’s GTX 640 GPU for QUANTUM ESPRESSO freeware software used to study electronic properties and material modeling.

Mechanical Properties and Thermal Behavior of Poly(lactic acid) Composites Reinforced with TiO$_2$ Nanofiller
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Abstract. The reinforcement effect of nanofiller in polymer enhance the thermal stability, physical and mechanical properties of poly(lactic acid) (PLA) composites with good reinforcing capabilities for bio-based polymers. In this paper, the effect of reinforcement of titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) nanofiller on the mechanical properties and thermal behavior of PLA matrix are reported. PLA/TiO$_2$ nanocomposites with different percentages of 2.0, 3.5, 5.0 and 7.0 % w/w were prepared by using solvent casting method. TiO$_2$ were dispersed in PLA matrix using mechanical mixer and ultrasonication technique. The mechanical properties and thermal behavior of PLA nanocomposites were characterized using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). The increased in storage modulus by the addition of nanofiller with the highest increment provided by 2.0 % w/w TiO$_2$ indicating a strong influence and better interfacial bonding between nanofiller and PLA matrix. An increase in storage modulus started at 100°C that linked to the cold crystallization (Tcc) of PLA composites is in agreement with DSC result. The Tcc shifted to higher temperature as the content of nanofiller increased and this result were observed at 2.0% w/w of the nanofiller content. Reinforcement of nanofiller increased the melting temperature from lower filler loading until 5.0 % w/w. The incorporation of TiO$_2$ nanofiller as the reinforcement agent for PLA has a potential in biopolymer medical engineering and packaging industry, a highly competitive application with a great demands of cost and performance.
Fatigue Crack Growth of Natural Rubber/Butadiene Rubber Blend Containing Waste Tyre Rubber Powders
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Abstract. Mechanical properties such as tensile strength, abrasion and tear resistance give simple and quick information which are often used for quality control of rubber compounds. However, these tests do not describe rubber performance in dynamic conditions. Wear loss in tyres or cracking in rubber mountings is usually associated with crack growth due to repeated cyclic stress. Therefore, crack growth resistance is of great importance in determining the strength and durability of rubber products. Fatigue crack growth in NR/BR compound and the effect of two different types of recycled rubber powder (RRP) were studied using fracture mechanics approach. Absolute and relative hysteresis losses using single-edge notch tensile (SENT) specimens were determined with a displacement controlled strain compensating for permanent set of the samples throughout the Fatigue Crack Growth (FCG) experiments. Differences in relative hysteresis loss showed that additional energy dissipation, due to multiple new crack surfaces at the crack tip, contributes to the FCG of the RRP compounds. At higher tearing energy, beside other factors affecting the FCG performance of the RRP compounds, both higher absolute and relative hysteresis loss are slightly detrimental to the crack growth rates.

Enhancement of Heat Ageing Properties of Epoxidised Natural Rubber Blend for Automotive Application

Dr. Mazlina Mustafa Kamal

Abstract. In recent years, automotive hose and belt specifications have changed, requiring longer product life in terms of swelling, wear and heat ageing. Diene-based rubbers, such as natural rubber (NR) and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), have been widely used in diverse industries. However, some apparent defects such as limited ageing resistance and large compression set, have been demonstrated in some rubbers cured by sulfur or peroxides. In the making of general and industrial rubber goods, short production and sufficient scorch time is crucial especially by using an injection moulding. In this work, blend of Epoxidised Natural Rubber (ENR 25) and Butadiene was developed with two types of curing systems namely Conventional and Efficient Vulcanisation system. The aim of the study is to produce a satisfactory heat resistance rubber compounds and adequate process safety for rubber manufacturing. Results showed that curing system applied significantly affected thermal stability property of the compounds. Modulus and hardness of the blends appeared to decrease progressively with ageing. However, greater thermal stability especially ageing at 100°C for 200h was observed with compound containing efficient curing system compared to conventional curing system which corresponded to the cross link density attributed by the torque value and dynamic mechanical analysis.
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Abstract. In this work, a film contained a mixture of PMMA, salt, and plasticizer was prepared. PMMA is a host polymer, ammonium trifluoromethane sulphonate of ammonium triflate (NH₄CF₃SO₃) as a doping salt, and ethylene carbonate (EC) as a plasticizer was used in this present study. PMMA salt complexes system and plasticized PMMA salt complexes system were prepared by solution cast technique at room temperature. FTIR was used to study the interaction between polymer and salt, and between polymer-salt and plasticizer. The C=O band stretching mode observed was broadened and shifted to lower wavenumber when ammonium triflate was added into PMMA. The broadening, shifting and reduction in wavenumbers of FTIR spectra show that the complexation has occurred between the polymer and salt. EIS was used to measure the electrical conductivity of the system prepared at ambient temperature. The electrical conductivity of film containing 1.0g of PMMA – 35 wt% NH₄CF₃SO₃ – 16 wt% EC exhibit the highest electrical conductivity with the value is 2.461 x 10⁻⁴ S/cm².

XRD was used to study the pattern of pure PMMA, PMMA – NH₄CF₃SO₃ and PMMA – NH₄CF₃SO₃ – EC. The addition of plasticizer to the polymer electrolytes increase the amorphous region of the polymer host and reduce its crystallinity. The conductivity increases with the increase of amorphous.
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A Study on Milling Time and Composition of Mechanical Milled Graphite Powder Effect as Filler in MDPE Composite to Physical and Tensile Properties
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Abstract. Effects of milled graphite composition on the physical and tensile properties of medium density polyethylene (MDPE)/graphite composite were investigated. The milled graphite powders were mixed with the MDPE by using the melt blending process. The addition of graphite content did not change much on surface chemistry of MDPE. Graphite that was milled for 50 hours still in crystalline phase but the crystallite size decreased with the increment of the milling time. For MDPE/graphite composite with 4 wt% of 50 hours milled graphite mixed with MDPE, the value of the young’s modulus was 872.44 N/mm² which was 34% higher than the MDPE-graphite composite with 1 wt% of unmilled graphite mixed with MDPE showing the value of young’s modulus of 651.91 N/mm². SEM micrograph shows that when milling time increased, the decreased in particle size of graphite was observed. When this smaller size particle mixed with MDPE, the better mechanical properties of composites were obtained.
Thermomechanical Study and Thermal Behavior of Plasticized Poly(lactic Acid) Composites
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Abstract: Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is a biodegradable aliphatic polyester well suited for various applications. PLA was plasticized with tributyl citrate (TBC) as plasticizer in PLA to modify PLA properties. The efficiency of varying TBC contents on the morphology, thermomechanical properties and thermal behavior of PLA/TBC composites were evaluated. FESEM images of plasticized PLA revealed homogeneous fractured surfaces. The polycrystallinity of PLA/TBC composites was increased with the rise in the plasticizer content without altering its transparency significantly. With the increase of TBC contents the temperatures for glass transition, the cold crystallization as well as the melting was discerned to be lowered. Furthermore, the dynamic mechanical analysis disclosed a drop in the storage modulus as much as 2.2 GPa at 7% of TBC inclusion wherein the peak value of tan δ was increased, indicating an enhanced flexibility of TBC modified PLA. It was asserted that the inflexibility and brittleness associated with pristine PLA can considerably be improved by activating it with the additive plasticizer TBC.

Investigation of Chemical and Optical Properties of Polystyrene/Silver Nanocomposites
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Abstract. Nanocomposites are materials that combine the unique properties of both constituents in one material that are found to have diverse applications such as optical device, diamond-like carbon, sensors and microwave absorbance materials. Polymer nanocomposites consisted of different ratio of silver (Ag) nanoparticles incorporated in a polystyrene (PS) matrix were prepared by ultrasonic solution mixing method. The chemical and optical properties of the polystyrene films before and after incorporation of Ag nanoparticles were investigated using Fourier transformation infrared spectrophotometer (FT-IR), Raman spectroscopy and UV–Vis spectrophotometer. The Raman spectra revealed that the degree of graphitization of the PS/Ag films increased with increasing of silver content and decreases with increasing time of exposure. The relative Raman intensity was found to decrease with the possibility of sp³/sp² ratio decreasing in the films. The optical study revealed that energy band gap for nanocomposites was found to increase with increasing filler concentration. The potential applications of resultant nanocomposites are various fields, e.g. optoelectronics, microwave absorbance, electronics.
Influence of Hydroxymethylated Lignin on Mechanical Properties and Payne Effect of NR/BR Compounds
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to study the relationship between hydroxymethylated lignin and its behavior in natural rubber (NR) / butadiene rubber (BR) compounds, in focusing on Payne effect and mechanical properties. Two types lignins from kenaf biomass, organosolv lignin (OL) and soda lignin (SL) were modified by using hydroxymethylation modification process and named as hydroxymethylated organosolv lignin (HMOL) and hydroxymethylated soda lignin (HMSL). All lignins were characterized in terms of particle size, molecular weight distribution (Gel Permeation Chromatography, GPC), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR). Then, the modified and unmodified lignins were incorporated in NR/BR blends by dry-mixing approach method. Payne effect and mechanical properties of lignin – filled NR/BR blends were investigated in both masterbatches and vulcanized compounds. The rubber process analyzer (RPA) was used to determine the Payne effect of the hydroxymethylated lignin-filled NR/BR masterbatches, while tensile properties of the compounds were evaluated after vulcanization. It was found that differences in the chemical characteristics of HMOL and HMSL influenced its filler-filler interaction and reinforcement capability. In conclusion, the addition of modified lignin to vulcanized compounds demonstrated the possibility to improve the mechanical properties of the rubber compounds.
Thermomechanical, Crystallization and Melting Behavior of Plasticized Poly (lactic acid) Nanocomposites
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Abstract. The incorporation of filler and plasticizer provides effective nucleation and mechanical reinforcement in polymer composites to impart flexibility, toughness, thermal stability and tensile strength of PLA composites that can be used in the development of packaging applications. In this paper, the inclusion of plasticizer and reinforcement of nanofiller in PLA matrix aims to improve the thermomechanical properties that consequently alter the crystallization and melting behavior of PLA composites. Plasticized PLA with different percentages of TiO\textsubscript{2} at 2.0, 3.5, 5.0 and 7.0 \%\textsuperscript{w/w} were dispersed in PLA solution using mechanical mixer and ultrasonication technique to introduce a matrix reinforcing nanophase within the composite. TiO\textsubscript{2} nanofiller were adopted along with tetrahydofuran by using solvent casting method. The thermomechanical properties and thermal behavior of PLA nanocomposites were characterized using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). DSC cooling curves at low scanning rate of 2.0 K\textsuperscript{-1} proved that the presence of TBC in PLA matrix increased the crystallinity of plasticized PLA nanocomposites that initiated the formation of perfect spherulites. TBC increased the crystallization activity during cooling, which in turn reduced the recrystallization effect on heating in parallel with DMA results that revealed no crystallization activity on PLA nanocomposites with the addition of plasticizer observed at temperature range of 40°C to 70°C. Nanofiller induced nucleation for crystallization of PLA matrix and plasticizer accelerated the overall crystallization process. Considerable adjustments of plasticizer and nanofiller in PLA matrix in having a good balance of stiffness and flexibility are a practical strategy that has a potential in biopolymer medical engineering and can be used in the development of packaging applications.
Localized Deep and Shallow Traps of α-Peaks from Thermally Stimulated Current (TSC) Measurement on Thermoplastic Polymers
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Abstract. In this paper, trap levels around the glass transition temperature (T_g) of polymers have been characterized using Thermally Stimulated Current (TSC) technique. Deconvolution on α-peaks of the T_g for PE (-104°C), plasticized PVC (-35°C), PMMA (90°C) and PET (96°C) were carried out based on the first-order kinetic theory for non-Debye relaxation. Using temperature, T from TSC experimental data, we have successfully separated the α-peaks of the thermoplastic polymers. It is found that the complex curve of α-peaks can composed of four (4) to eight (8) sub peaks. Dominant sub peaks were identified at T_{max} = -105°C, -34°C, 89°C and 92°C for PE, plasticized PVC, PMMA and PET, respectively. These peaks show activation energy, E_a of shallow and deep trap centers ranged from 0.6 eV to 4.6 eV. Where they represent the depolarization of localized dipoles and space charges relaxations in the polymers.
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Abstract. There were few reports of fabrication of varistor ceramics that used as a protective device for electrical equipments from transient voltage surges, using other method than conventional solid-state. Hence, it is useful to characterize in terms of morphology and electrical non-linearity characteristics by using wet chemical processing. This processing promised a fine and homogenous powder. The effect of Sb$_2$O$_3$ dopant in ZnO based varistor fabricated by using co-precipitation method was investigated. For the methodology, the prepared samples from co-precipitation was examined with EDX microanalysis for chemical and physical examinations, SEM and FESEM for morphological examinations, XRD and the I-V measurements for non-linearity characteristic. In this study, with the use of different additives, secondary phases are developed and coexisted in the varistor ceramics that are Bi$_4$Ti$_5$O$_{12}$, Zn$_2$TiO$_4$, and Zn$_7$Sb$_2$O$_{12}$ as a grain inhibitor and segregated at the grain boundaries and the triple point junctions. The development of these secondary phases influences the varistor ceramics performances in electrical properties. The additive of Sb$_2$O$_3$ is a strong grain inhibitor which produces secondary phases, Zn$_{12}$Bi$_3$Sb$_{2}$O$_{14}$ at low and Zn$_7$Sb$_2$O$_{12}$ at high doping concentrations. The $\alpha$ value of co-precipitation method samples is optimum at 10.48.
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Effect of Cr$_2$O$_3$ on the $T_c$ and Phase Formation of Tl$_{2-x}$Cr$_x$Ba$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-8}$ Superconductor
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Abstract. The Tl-based (Tl2212) high $T_c$ superconductor, Tl$_2$Cr$_x$Ba$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-8}$ has been prepared via solid state reaction method. The substitution of Cr to the Tl-site was aimed to investigate the role of Cr on the critical transition temperature and phase stability of Tl2212 superconductor. The samples were prepared in two stages: the first, Ba$_2$CaCu$_3$O$_8$ precursor material was synthesized using BaCO$_3$ (99.9%, Aldrich), CaO (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) and CuO (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) powder as starting compound. These compounds were mixed in an appropriate ratio and sintered at 900°C for 24 h followed by cooled to room temperature. The second step: precursor was then ground for about 1 h and mixed with Tl$_2$O$_3$ (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and Cr$_2$O$_3$ (99.9%, Merck) powders to produce Tl$_2$Cr$_x$Ba$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-8}$. The pellets were heated at 900°C in a preheated tube furnace with oxygen flow for 4 min. The critical temperature, $T_c$ was determined using the standard four point probe technique in a closed cycled cryogenic system from 50K to 300K with constant current of 20 mA. The phase was determined by X-Ray (powder method) using X-ray CuK$_\alpha$ source with $\lambda$ = 1.5418 Å. The samples were in the 14/mmm space group. It was found that the maximum zero-resistance temperature, $T_c$ zero was 96 K and onset temperature, $T_c$ onset was 116 K for composition Tl$_1.4$Cr$_{0.2}$Ba$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-8}$. The volume fraction of the Tl2212 phase in this composition was 88% with c-lattice parameter = 29.3880 Å. The results showed that the phase formation of the Tl2212 phase affected the critical temperature.
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Structural and Electronic Properties of Ag-doped in Ba-site of YBa$_{2+8}$Cu$_{3}$O$_{7}$ using Density Functional Theory via First Principle Study
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Abstract. This study reports on the First Principle Study with Density Functional Theory (DFT) used to determine the structural and electronic properties of Ag-dopant in Ba-site of YBa$_{2+8}$Cu$_{3}$O$_{7}$ superconductor. The computational method adopting CASTEP computational code was used to calculate the electronic properties for Ag-dopant in range of $x = 0.0$ to $0.5$ in Ba-site of YBa$_{2+8}$Cu$_{3}$O$_{7}$ ceramic superconductor. The structural changes in terms of lattice parameters also compared as the percentage of dopant increase to seek variance of orthorhombicity (Pmmm space group) of the structure. The crystal structure constructed and calculated using Visual Crystal Approximation (VCA) applying the local density approximation (LDA) and ultrafast pseudopotential. Geometry optimization shown energy converged at 400 eV with k-point sampling of 4x4x1. The structural properties of YBa$_{2+8}$Cu$_{3}$O$_{7}$ are observed to be approximately close to the experimental data obtained by other researches. The electronic properties was determined via energy band gap and density of states visualisation and was used to further enhance the experimental findings.
AC Susceptibility and Superconducting Properties of Low Density Bi$_{1.6}$Pb$_{0.4}$Sr$_2$(Ca$_{2-x}$Yb$_x$)$_2$Cu$_3$O$_y$ Superconductor
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Abstract. A systematic study on the effects of Ytterbium (Yb) oxide nano-particle doped with BSCCO-2223 on the ac susceptibility (ACS) and superconducting properties was carried out. All samples were synthesized using solid state reaction method. Yb concentration was varied from $x = 0.0$ up to $0.08$ mol% in a general stoichiometry of Bi$_{1.6}$Pb$_{0.4}$Sr$_2$(Ca$_{2-x}$Yb$_x$)$_2$Cu$_3$O$_y$. The samples were characterized via X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), four-point probe method and ACS. XRD analysis shows that both (Bi,Pb)$_2$2212 and (Bi,Pb)$_2$2223 phases coexist in the samples having tetragonal crystal structure but changed to orthorhombic Yb-doped samples. The values of critical transition temperature, $T_C$ of the samples decreased with the increase of Yb concentration. ACS measurement showed the onset critical temperature, $T_{C-onset}$ (< 1 K) decreases toward Yb concentration. Both intra and intergranular peaks, $T_P$ appeared in Yb-free sample but diminished in Yb-doped samples. The possible reasons for the degradation in superconducting and structural properties of Bi-2223 due to Yb nanoparticles addition were discussed.

Rare-Earths, Alkali and Transition Metals Effects on the TI-1212 Type Phase Superconductors
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Abstract. In this paper we report the effects of rare-earth elements (R), alkali metals (A) and transition metals (M) effects of the superconducting properties of the (TI-1212) phase. The elements were $R =$ Gd, Er, La, $A =$ Li, Na, K and Rb and $M =$ Cr, Pb, and Bi. The samples were prepared using the solid state reaction method. The samples were characterized using X-ray diffraction method, scanning electron microscopy, resistance versus temperature measurements and ac susceptibility. The results were analyzed using the effect of the ionic radius of the elements on the formation of the TI-1212 phase and the transition temperatures. This work showed that Rb greatly enhanced the TI-1212 phase formation due to the proximity of the Rb$^{+1}$ and Ti$^{+1}$ ionic radius. Na and Rb improved the transition temperature. Li, Na and Rb improved the inter-grain critical current density and increased the grain size of the samples. Rare-earth elements improved the transition temperature and inter-grain coupling of TI-1212 superconductors.
Ferrimagnetic Cr$_2$S$_3$ Effect on (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-O Superconductor
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Abstract. We report the effect of ferrimagnetic Cr$_2$S$_3$ on (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-O superconductor. Samples with composition (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-O (Cr$_2$S$_3$)$_x$ for $x = 0$ to 0.3 wt. % were prepared via the co-precipitation method. The structure, electrical resistance and AC susceptibility were determined. The critical transition temperature, $T_c$ was suppressed as the amount of Cr$_2$S$_3$ were increased. The transport critical current density, $J_c$, was measured using the 1 $\mu$V/cm criterion. The $x = 0.1$ wt% sample sintered for 48 h ($T_c$-zero = 103K) showed the highest $J_c$ of 8.37 Acm$^{-2}$ at 30 K. The peak temperature of the imaginary part of the complex susceptibility, $T_p$, increased with addition of Cr$_2$S$_3$, indicating full flux penetration occurred at higher temperature and improved intergrain coupling. Cr$_2$S$_3$ suppressed the transition temperature but it improved the transport critical current density by more than two times indicating that its enhanced flux pinning and connectivity between grains.

Impact of Zinc Ferrite Nanoparticles on Transport and Superconducting Properties of (Tl$_{0.85}$Cr$_0.15$)Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{7.5}$ Bulk Superconductors
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Abstract. High temperature superconductor (Tl$_{0.85}$Cr$_0.15$)Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{7.5}$ (TI-1212) with addition of zinc ferrite (ZnFe$_2$O$_4$) nanoparticles were synthesized using high purity oxide powders through a solid state reaction method. ZnFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles with composition of 0.01 wt.%, 0.02 wt.%, 0.05 wt.%, 0.10 wt.%, and 0.15 wt.% were added to the TI-1212 superconductor. These TI-1212 samples were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), powder X-ray diffraction method (XRD), energy dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDX), electrical resistance measurement, and transport critical current density measurement. All samples indicated a dominant TI-1212 phase of a tetragonal structure with a minor phase of TI-1201. The transition temperatures ($T_{c-zero}$ and $T_{c-onset}$) were measured using a four-point probe method. The highest $T_{c-zero}$ recorded was 97 K, which was exhibited by the pure TI-1212 sample. The onset critical temperature ($T_{c-onset}$) recorded was between 97 K and 105 K. The transport critical current, $I_c$, all samples were found through the 1 $\mu$V/cm criterion with temperature ranging from 30 K to 77 K. The introduction of ZnFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles has enhanced TI-1212 superconductor's flux pinning effects and increased its transport critical current density ($J_c$).
**Solution process growth of Co, Bi and Mn Doped Zinc Oxide Nanowires by Hydrothermal Method**
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Abstract. Defects in ZnO, a large bandgap semiconductor, result in unpaired electrons which induces ferromagnetism, but this induced ferromagnetism is not stable because the sample can be oxidized with passage of time. In present studies pristine/undoped Bismuth (Bi), Cobalt (Co) and Manganese (Mn) doped ZnO nanowire (NW) having different concentration based thin film are grown on a seeded glass substrate by hydrothermal method. XRD spectra have one main and very well pronounced 0002 peak which is related to top hexagonal face which shows that the NWs are predominantly vertically grown or c-axis growth only. The XRD peaks found to be shifted a little bit after doping which is also a confirmation of doping. The XRD peak broadening was used to estimates stress and strain. Recently it has been predicted theoretically that heavy metal ions like Bi can induce stable ferromagnetism at room temperature due to the strong spin-orbit coupling between valence band and heavy ion Bi and a stabilized ferromagnetic phase is expected. The magnetization curve (M-H curve) of undoped and Bi, Co and Mn doped ZnO NWs shown ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) images shown the hexagonal top face of the NWs and the average diameter was calculated for undoped and doped NWs using ImageJ Software. The band gap was estimated from UV-Vis absorption spectra and for Bi: ZnO, Co: ZnO and Mn: ZnO and there was an increase in bandgap in all cases. From the study above, this kind of ferromagnetism and excellent optical tunability because of doping will be the potential materials for future magneto-optoelectronic devices.

**Impact of Ba/Fe Molar Ratio on the Structural and Magnetic Properties of BaFe_{12}O_{19} Film Synthesized by a Sol-gel Method**
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Abstract. The effect of different Ba/Fe molar ratio (1:2, 1:4, 1:6, 1:8, 1:10 and 1:12) on the structural and magnetic properties of barium hexaferrite film has been studied. The films were prepared by a sol-gel method followed by an annealing process at 800°C in air. The XRD analysis for microstructural properties revealed sample with ratio 1:4, 1:6 and 1:8 crystallized into single phase of BaFe_{12}O_{19}, while the rest of sample crystallized into mixed phase with hematite as the major phase. The size of crystallite increased as the content of Fe increased. The microstructure analysis using a field emission scanning electron microscope showed the grains have mixed acicular and hexagonal shape, where sample with molar ratio of 1:4 and 1:6 have the most grain shape of hexagon. The magnetic measurement using a vibrating sample magnetometer at room temperature showed film with molar ratio of 2 has the lowest coercivity value (149.0 Oe), while film with molar ratio of 6 has the highest value of coercivity (5111.1 Oe). Film with molar ratio of 4 and 12 exhibit the highest and the lowest saturation magnetization with respective value of 327.9 emu/cm³ and 52.93 emu/cm³.
Synthesis and Characterization of Polyaniline Thin Film: The Effect of pH and Concentration
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Abstract. Polyaniline (PANI) thin films have been successfully prepared from an aqueous electrolyte bath containing aniline and sulphuric acid, (H₂SO₄) using electrodeposition method. The study demonstrates that the properties of PANI thin film depends on the variation of pH and aniline concentration in prepared precursor. The optical and structural of PANI thin films have been characterized using UV-Visible spectrometer (UV-Vis), X-ray diffraction spectrometer (XRD), Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectrometer (FTIR) and Raman spectrometer. PANI layer grown at pH 2.00 shows green colour layer which denoted as emeraldine base (half oxidized state of PANI) while at pH 3.80 the colour of PANI layer was yellow that represent the leucoemeraldine base (fully reduced state of PANI). Optical analysis using UV-Vis demonstrated the smallest energy band gap, Eₚ of PANI is 3.54 eV for sample with 0.50 M aniline concentration and pH 2.00. The trend shows that the bandgap of PANI is increased as the pH increased from 2.00 to 3.40. Structural characterizations were carried out by XRD, FTIR and Raman spectrometer. XRD result shows that all the deposited PANI layers are amorphous. Results obtained from FTIR confirmed the footprint of PANI and Raman spectrometer confirmed the half oxidized emeraldine base of PANI. Full characterization of this material is providing new information on PANI behavior due to pH and concentration in the prepared precursor.
Abstract. Zinc oxide nanorod arrays (ZnO NRs) are known to be one of the intensive-studied materials for photoelectrochemical (PEC) solar cells application. The photoconversion efficiency of fabricated ZnO NRs photoelectrode is highly dependent on the conditions of pre-deposited seed layer. In present work, concentration of sol was varied from 0.10 M to 0.70 M and spun coated on ITO glass substrate to achieve homogenous ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) film. As-deposited ZnO NPs was grown into nanorods by simplified hydrothermal method. X-ray diffraction (XRD), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) were applied to examine the structural, morphological and elemental properties of ZnO thin film, respectively. Meanwhile, films’ optical properties were studied by ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. Change in thickness of prepared ZnO samples was measured with stylus profilometer. Also, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) investigated the recombination resistance of deposited films. Photoelectrochemical analysis was carried out on both ZnO NPs and NRs by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) under chopped illumination. The optimum concentration for ZnO NPs seed layer was found to be 0.30 M.
The Optical Properties of Thin Films Tin Oxide with Triple Doping (Aluminum, Indium, and Fluorine) for Electronic Device
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Abstract. Tin oxide (SnO₂) thin film is a form of modification of semiconductor material in nano size. The thin film study aims to analyze the effect of triple doping (Aluminum, Indium, and Fluorine) on the optical properties of SnO₂: (Al + In + F) thin films. Aluminum, Indium, and Fluorine as doping SnO₂ with a mass percentage of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25% of the total thin film material. The addition of Al, In, and F doping causes the thin film to undergo changes in optical properties, namely the transmittance and absorbance values undergo changes. The transmittance value is 84.24, 86.44, 87.74, 89.34, 90.84, and 94.34 which is at a wavelength of 420 nm for the lowest to highest doping percentage, respectively. The absorbance value increased with increasing doping percentage at 350 nm wavelength of 0.52, 0.76, 0.97, 1.05, 1.23, and 1.29 for 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25% doping percentages, respectively. The absorbance value is then used to find the gap energy of the SnO₂: (Al + In + F) thin film of the lowest doping percentage to the highest level i.e. 3.60, 3.55, 3.51, 3.47, 3.42, and 3.39 eV. Thin film activation energy also decreased with values of 2.27, 2.04, 1.85, 1.78, 1.72, and 1.51 eV, respectively for increasing percentage of doping. The thin film SnO₂: (Al + In + F) which experiences a gap energy reduction and activation energy makes the thin film more conductive because electron mobility from the valence band to the conduction band requires less energy and faster electron movement as a result of the addition of doping.
Influence of Target to Substrate Distance on Structural, Microstructure and Optical Properties of Sputtered Gd-doped ZnO Thin Films
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Abstract. The influence of target to substrate distance on Gd-doped ZnO thin films properties were investigated. Gd-doped ZnO thin films with three distance between a target to substrate range from 12.0, 13.5 and 15.0 cm were deposited on glass substrates using sputtering technique. The structural, element analysis, microstructure and optical properties of the thin films were characterized using x-ray diffraction (XRD), energy dispersive x-ray (EDX), atomic force microscope (AFM) and UV-Vis spectra, respectively. The XRD results show that all the samples have hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO without any other impurities peaks. The sharp and intense peak was observed at 13.5 cm of target to substrate distance which exhibits good crystallinity compared to others. EDX result confirms the presence of Gd elements which successfully substitute as a dopant in ZnO matrix for all deposited films. AFM images revealed that the surface topology has smooth and uniform surface with low roughness observed at 13.5 cm. All deposited films exhibit good transparency within visible region with transmittance above 90 %. The bandgap value decrease with increasing in target to substrate distance, being 3.18, 3.15, 3.13 eV for 12.0, 13.5 and 15.0 cm, respectively. The results suggest that Gd-doped ZnO thin films prepared at 13.5 cm of target to substrate distance is the best condition.
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From Kaolin to Kalsilite: The Effect of KOH Concentrations and Reaction Temperature
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Abstract. Kalsilite has been synthesis using kaolin as silica and alumina precursors via hydrothermal method with the addition of KOH as potassium source. The effects of KOH concentrations and reaction temperature have been investigated. XRD graphs and SEM images indicated the formation of kalsilite after hydrothermal reaction of kaolin at 190°C in 0.75 M KOH solution for 21 hours. Higher KOH molarity increases the crystallinity of the product while zeolite W was formed at lower KOH concentration. On the other hand, 190°C is sufficient to convert the kaolin to kalsilite, however at lower temperature, zeolite W has been found as the dominant product.
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Elastic Properties of Sodium Potassium Borotellurite Glass System
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Abstract. Glasses with the composition 70[(1-x) B$_2$O$_3$ + xTeO$_2$] + 15Na$_2$O + 15K$_2$O (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 mol%) were prepared by melt quenching method to elucidate the elastic behaviour due to borate anomaly. Structural investigation of glass samples were carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy while elastic properties were studied by measuring both longitudinal and shear velocities. FTIR analysis revealed the presence of BO$_4$ and BO$_3$ vibration groups. Ultrasonic velocity measurements showed both longitudinal, $v_L$ and shear, $v_S$ velocities increased up to 0.3 mol% before decreasing with further addition of TeO$_2$. Independent longitudinal, $C_L$ and shear, $C_S$ moduli along with Young's modulus, $Y$, and poisson's ratio, $\sigma$ recorded maximum values at $x=0.3$ mol% of TeO$_2$ content due to the compactness of the glass systems and caused the increase in rigidity and stiffness of the glasses which were suggested to be related to the borate anomaly. Beyond 0.3 mol % of TeO$_2$ content, the decrease in the elastic moduli was due to weakening of the stiffness of the glass network.
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γ-Ray Shielding Parameter of Barium-Boro-Tellurite Glass
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Abstract. Boro-tellurite glasses have recently been attracting the attention of several researchers as a tremendous optical device and shielding material. In this work, we have synthesized boro-tellurite glasses with barium oxide (BaO) by melt quenching technique. The structural and shielding property changes after adding of barium oxide in boro-tellurite glass were studied using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) and Lead Equivalent Thickness measurement (LET), respectively. The results show that the bismuth oxide increases glass density, changes the glass structure, and increases the radiation shielding properties. Changes in the glass structure are due to atomic rearrangements and formation of non-bridging oxygen (NBO). The density of boro-tellurite glass system increased when BaO content increased, which is due to the high molecular weight of BaO and the increasing number of non-bridging oxygen (NBO) atoms in the glass structure. In addition, the mass attenuation coefficient, μ of the glass system increases as BaO concentration increases and the half value layer, HVL and mean free path, MFP of 30BaBTe glass is better than some standard concretes.
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Experimental and Theoretical Approach on The Elastic Properties of 50B₂O₃-(50-x)Na₂O-xFe₂O₃ Glasses
Syafawati Nadiah Mohamed

UITM

Abstract. In this study, a series of borate-based glass with composition 50B₂O₃-(50-x)Na₂O-xFe₂O₃ was prepared using the melt-quenching method to investigate the effect of Fe₂O₃ doping on elastic properties. The variation of ultrasonic velocities, independent elastic moduli and Debye temperature with Fe₂O₃ showed a general decrease for x ≤ 0.2 mol% before increasing to a maximum at 0.2 mol% Fe₂O₃. This result coincided with the ionic to electronic transition region as previously reported. A large decrease in elastic moduli for x ≤ 0.2 mol% indicated a decrease in stiffness because of an increment of NBO, thereby enabling ionic conductivity. Meanwhile, the presence of Fe₂O₃ as glass former for x > 0.2 mol% induced electronic hopping. In addition, analysis of bulk compression and ring deformation model showed that the addition of Fe₂O₃ caused a gradual increase for x ≤ 0.2 mol% before decrease for x > 0.2 mol%, indicating that ring deformation was increased in the ionic region but decreased in the electronic region.
Structural and Ionic Conductivity of Mg$_{0.5}$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ NASICON-Structured Ceramic Electrolytes
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Abstract. Magnesium is a promising electrolytes material for solid state rechargeable batteries as magnesium is environmentally benign, cheap and possessed high energy density. Therefore, in this study, magnesium based NASICON-structured ceramic electrolytes, Mg$_{0.5}$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ were synthesized using solid state reaction method. Then, the effects of sintering temperature from 600 °C to 750°C to the structural and electrical properties of Mg$_{0.5}$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ ceramic electrolytes were studied. X-ray diffraction analysis showed that the prepared electrolytes can be indexed to a rhombohedral NASICON-type symmetrical structure (R̅3c) with some minor impurities. Meanwhile, Fourier Transform Infrared analysis showed that the entire region was dominated by the vibration of PO$_4$ tetrahedral. Ionic conductivities of the electrolytes were studied using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy in the frequency range of 1 Hz to 10 MHz at room temperature. Sample sintered at 750°C showed the highest conducting value for both bulk and grain boundary conductivity, $1.1 \times 10^{-6}$ Scm$^{-1}$ and $4.76 \times 10^{-9}$ Scm$^{-1}$. These results indicated the suitability of the Mg$_{0.5}$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ to be exploiting further for potential applications as solid electrolytes in electrochemical devices.

Effect of Li Substitution on the Structure and Electrical Properties of Potassium Sodium Niobate Piezoceramics
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Abstract. Study on the effect of lithium substitution on the properties of potassium natrium niobate (KNN) piezoceramic has been conducted. This element was selected due to its ability to overcome the weakness in KNN stoichiometry during its production process. (K$_{0.5}$Na$_{0.5}$)$_{1-x}$Li$_x$NbO$_3$ samples with composition of x = 0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06 and 0.08 has been synthesized using sol-gel method. This study includes the characterization of structure, microstructure and electrical properties of the samples. XRD spectrum analysis showed that Li substitution has resulted in the production of tetragonal structured samples. Raman spectroscopy showed that Li substitution does not change the basic NbO$_6$ octahedron structure and confirms the existence of perovskite structure in the materials. All samples have cubic shaped grains with a slight deterioration of the grains shape for samples with x = 0.06 and 0.08. The highest Curie temperature, T$_c$ was obtained for x = 0.08 sample at 485°C. All samples were confirmed to have ferroelectric properties based on the formation of sigmoid shape hysteresis loop. The coercive electric field, Ec varies slightly while the remnant polarization, Pr decreases with the increment of Li content. All samples were poled with a 4.0kV/cm dc voltage for piezoelectric constant measurement and the highest piezoelectric constant, d$_{33}$ obtained is 181 pC/N for x = 0.08 sample.
Structural and Elastic Properties of Binary Bismuth Borate Glass Systems
Nuraidayani Effendy, Sidek Hj Ab Aziz, Halimah Mohamed Kamari, Mohd Hafiz Mohd Zaid
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, UPM
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Abstract. A series of binary bismuth-borate glass systems were successfully fabricated. The density was determined by using Archimedes principle. By addition of bismuth oxide content, the density of glass samples increased. The amorphous nature with no discrete and sharp peak of bismuth-borate glass systems was revealed by XRD analysis. Elastic moduli were measure and calculated at room temperature and taken at 5 MHz. The result were showed that the variation of elastic moduli decreased with the increasing of bismuth oxide content. It was due to the bismuth oxide which acts as network modifier.

Effect of Tungsten Oxide on Elastic Properties of Zinc Borotellurite Glass System
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Abstract. Zinc borotellurite glass system doped tungsten oxide was synthesized by melt quenching method. X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and elastic measurement was used to characterize the prepared samples. An amorphous nature of glass samples was determined by XRD. As tungsten oxide increases, the density decreases and molar volume increases. The longitudinal and shear velocity were measured at room temperature. The elastic properties, Poisson’s ratio, microhardness and softening temperature were calculated from the measured density and ultrasonic velocity at room temperature. The elastic moduli such as longitudinal modulus, shear modulus, bulk modulus and Young’s modulus give a variation trend with the increase of tungsten oxide.
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Influence of Ruthenium Doping on the Structural and Magnetic Properties of \( \text{Pr}_{0.67}\text{Ba}_{0.33}\text{Mn}_{1-x}\text{Ru}_x\text{O}_3 \)
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Abstract. In this paper, we report the structural, morphological and magnetic properties of ruthenium doping at manganese site in \( \text{Pr}_{0.67}\text{Ba}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3 \) manganites. The Rietveld refinement of X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data shows that the \( \text{Pr}_{0.67}\text{Ba}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3 \) and \( \text{Pr}_{0.67}\text{Ba}_{0.33}\text{Mn}_{0.9}\text{Ru}_{0.1}\text{O}_3 \) crystallizes in an orthorhombic perovskite structure with Pnma space group. Doping with ruthenium shows increment in the lattice parameter and the unit cell volume. Small change in both Mn-O-Mn bond angle and bond distance is observed with ruthenium doping. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) was used to examine the surface morphology of samples. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) reveal the manganese-oxygen as well as metal-oxygen bonds appeared at the band of 600 cm\(^{-1}\) and 900 cm\(^{-1}\) respectively. AC susceptibility measurements studies confirm that the samples exhibit paramagnetic to ferrimagnetic transition at 130 K and 153 K for \( \text{Pr}_{0.67}\text{Ba}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3 \) and \( \text{Pr}_{0.67}\text{Ba}_{0.33}\text{Mn}_{0.9}\text{Ru}_{0.1}\text{O}_3 \) sample respectively.
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Preliminary Study: Entrance Surface Dose Verification using Nanodot Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) For Chest X-Ray Examinations in 4 Health Clinic in Perak
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Abstract. The study was conducted to determine the patient dosimetry received in carrying out an X-ray Examination Procedure at the Perak Health Clinic. As a result of the study the ESD measurement of the procedure will be recorded. There are a number of diagnostic procedures implemented at the Health Clinic where most of the cases are for Chest PA imaging procedures. Therefore, dosimetry measurements for Chest PA imaging procedures will be recorded where the exposure factor used is usually used by the radiography at the Health Clinic. The Clinic sample involved 4 clinics which have machines less than 10 years of use and installation. Sampling of Health Clinic chosen because machines with less than 10 years of using and installation not include under the second national survey conducted from 2005 to 2009 under Ministry of Health Malaysia. The measurement of the dosimetry ESD will use the OSL nanodot (Al\(_2\)O\(_3\):C) placed on the Perspex phantom with a thickness of 10 cm and recorded in the unit of mGy. Dosimetry ESD units measured using OSL nanodot for the Chest PA imaging procedure for the Perak Health Clinic recorded and reported as mean, median, first and third quartile values. Basically the recorded ESD measurements are found to be lower than the guideline level set for Chest PA X-ray examination in Malaysia as a guide for the Dose Reference Level (DRL) recommended by the Ministry of Health Malaysia is 0.9 mGy and also by the International Atomic Agency (IAEA) is 0.4 mGy.
An Antifouling Electrode as a Sensing Platform for the Development of an Electrochemical Immunosensor for the Determination of Glycosylated Hemoglobin (HbA1c)
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Abstract. In this project, fabrication of an antifouling electrode based on electrode-organic layer-nanoparticles construct is discussed which will then be utilized as a sensing platform for the development of electrochemical immunosensor for the detection of HbA1c, a diabetes biomarker. Antifouling electrode is required to overcome the main challenge in electrochemical biosensors, when they are exposed to biological media, there is the possibility of interference from nonspecific protein adsorption, referred to as biofouling. In this work, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and ethylene oxides are used as materials to fabricate the antifouling electrode. An electrochemical immunosensor based on indirect sandwich format is then used for the detection of HbA1c where it is based on the antigen-antibody interaction on the electrode surface. The determination of HbA1c (antigen) is based on the catalysis of the substrate by the enzyme labels immobilised on the ‘sandwich’ modified electrode surface, which the reduction of the substrate will generate an electric signal on the electrode surface. The indirect sandwich immunoassay was developed using an IgG secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) as the enzyme label and ferrocenemethanol (FcMetOH)/H\(_2\)O\(_2\) was used as the enzyme mediator/substrate system. The reduction current obtained from the electrocatalytic reaction of mediator is proportional to the concentration of Ab2-HRP conjugate, thus, it is indirectly proportional to the concentration of HbA1c. The specificity of the immunosensor towards detecting the HbA1c is achieved against different antigen such as HbA\(_0\) and HSA as well as against unmatched detection antibody, anti-biotin antibody. The results demonstrate great specificity and antifouling behaviour of the developed immunosensor allowing it for further application in whole human blood.
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Carboxymethyl Chitosan Based Biopolymer Electrolyte with Imidazolium Ionic Liquid
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Abstract. Solid biopolymer electrolyte based on carboxymethyl chitosan (CMChi) has been successfully prepared with ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate, [Bmim][OAc] as the charge carrier. The strong interactions of the ionic liquid with the biopolymer host is detected by several changes in the FTIR spectra. The decreased percentage of the crystallinity index derived from the XRD diffractograms suggests the amorphous nature of the film prepared. SEM observations showed formation of the linkages due to the plasticizing effect of [Bmim][OAc]. Higher amount of [Bmim][OAc] leads to the enhancement in the ionic conductivity, σ. The highest σ achieved is (3.05 ± 0.35) x 10^{-3} S cm^{-1} measured at ambient temperature. The highest conducting electrolyte achieved high electrochemical stability up to ±2.8 V measured by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV). Transference number measurement confirms that ions are the major contributor in the conduction of electrolyte with ±0.980 ion transference number.
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Abstract. A Li2FeP2O7 cathode material was prepared using a simple citric acid-assisted sol gel method in a controlled synthesis N2 environment. Information on the crystal structure of the monoclinic P21/c space group and structure was determined with x-ray diffraction (XRD) and supported with rietveld refinement, Fourier transform infrared microscopy (FTIR), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), galvanostatic cycling of a fabricated half-cell were investigated at different current density.
The Effect of Etching Conditions on CdS/CdTe Solar Cells Efficiency
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Abstract. This paper reports the effect of etching process on CdS/CdTe solar cells performance. Two etching processes of etchants were used in surface treatment on CdTe solar cells prior to gold (Au) contact. Diluted potassium dichromate (K₂Cr₂O₇) with addition of 2 ml concentrated sulphuric acid (H₂SO₄) was used as acidic etchant and a mixture of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium thiosulphate (Na₂S₂O₃) was used as alkaline etchant. The power conversion efficiency (PCE), \( \eta \), of CdTe solar cells etched with only acidic etchant showed the highest PCE and short-circuit current density, \( J_{sc} \), with \( \eta = 5.1\% \) and \( J_{sc} = 36 \text{ mA/cm}^2 \). More detailed information is used to measure the lifetime and stability of devices. The fabricated device with acidic etchant shows good stability and lifetime with 0.1% degradation rate per month.

Texturization of SiNW Process for P-Type Silicon Wafer
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Abstract. Silicon surface texturization is required for high efficiency solar cells. Texturing process can reduce reflection and improve light trapping. Textured silicon nanowires (SiNWs) show a great potential for energy applications compare to planar and textured wafer due to the light trapping and antireflection properties. This study presents the various surface of p-type Si wafer; planar, textured and texturized SiNW. Silicon nanowires were fabricated on p-type Si (111) wafer with 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) thickness using a single step metal assisted chemical etching (MACE) process. The surface morphology, optical properties and the optical transmission near band gap of the textured wafer is measured with custom-designed rear infra-red (IR) transmission measurement system. Si wafer with the textured SiNW surface causes more pyramidal micro structure on the surface of p-type silicon wafer and have more light absorption than the planar and textured wafer.
Ferroelectric and Pyroelectric Effect of Annealed Copolymer P(VDF-TrFE)
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Abstract. This work reports the effect of annealed copolymer polyvinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene, P(VDF-TrFE) films on their ferroelectric and pyroelectric properties. P(VDF-TrFE) solutions of 5 wt% were pipetted on glass substrate via spin coating method and thermally annealed at temperatures between 80°C and 140 °C in order to increase their crystallinity. The investigation has identified the optimal annealed films suitable for sensors and energy harvesting application. It was found that the copolymer P(VDF-TrFE) films annealed at 100 °C shows the highest percentage of crystallinity (75.3 %), remnant polarization (76.7 mC/m2) and pyroelectric coefficient (31 μC/m2K) with the most dominant ferroelectric beta-phase which correspond to the all trans (TTTT) conformation in the polymer chain alignment.
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Abstract. Newly developed lithiated cathode material for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) application performance can be shown by mean of impedance spectroscopy study. The extensive impedance spectroscopy study of LiCo0.6Ni0.4O2 (LCNO) cathode using samarium doped ceria (SDC) electrolyte to form an LCNO/SDC/LCNO symmetrical cell with different thickness were analyzed and so did the different microstructures. Thus, these symmetrical cells were subjected to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis to acquire further knowledge on the relation of film thickness and impedance. As per stated in the literature review for SOFC electrodes that porous electrode was needed for excellent performance as well as valuable insight about engineering characteristics such as the electrochemical utilization thickness. All the impedance measurement was acquired in the operating temperature of 500°C-800 °C for the complete elucidation of the impedance. These symmetrical cells were further characterized by electrical conductivity to study the LCNO cathode material in the correlation of the impedance study. Both SEM and electrical conductivity analysis were able to exhibit valuable physical and chemical materials parameters extracted from the analysis. Physical materials parameters were extracted from the analysis, which was in excellent accordance with literature values. From the combined impedance study and literature review, it is clear that optimum film thickness theory is the most suitable framework for any porous SOFC electrode evaluation.
An Overview of Working Principle and Criteria for Composite Cathode in Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
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Abstract. A composite electrode exhibits a low activation polarization by spreading the electrochemically active area within the volume of the electrode. Composite cathodes offer the possibility of developing a high-performance electrode for intermediate temperature (600–800°C) SOFC operation via its significant role in determining the kinetics of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Lower ORR will result in less anion O²⁻ to be transferred through the electrolyte component. The transferred anions generally react with cation H⁺ from an anode to produce electrons transferred via the outer circuit to the cathode side to participate in ORR again. This basic working principle explains the importance of mixed ionic-electronic conductor (MIEC) behavior in the cathode for the high electrochemical performance of SOFCs. To ensure the SOFCs is robust and long-lasting, the inter-component compatibility is essential, especially in operating temperature around 600–800°C where the components experience an extreme thermal and mechanical stress. To improve the cathode performance, the use of composite cathodes has been approached where the electrolyte phase is mixed with the cathode material throughout the dry or wet procedures. It also helps to improve the MIEC property as well as improving the inter-component compatibility. The historical of composite cathode development of SOFC application, including its basic principle and criteria, will be review in this article. Furthermore, the overall performance of as-synthesized composite cathode in term of microstructural, electrochemical reaction and inter-component compatibility are briefly discussed. At the end of this article, the prospect of the composite cathode will be suggested.
Influence of Zr Additive on the Reduction Behaviour of MoO$_3$ in Carbon Monoxide Atmosphere
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Abstract. The reduction of molybdenum trioxide, MoO$_3$ by using carbon monoxide, CO have been studied by temperature programmed reduction (TPR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) and TEM analysis. The TPR results show that the reduction peak of MoO$_3$ with 20% CO in nitrogen begins at 560°C. Since the melting point of MoO$_3$ is 795°C, reduction of MoO$_3$ to MoO$_2$ need to complete at temperature lower than the melting point. If the reduction of MoO$_3$ is not completed below this temperature, it will end up as a fused mass. 3% zirconium addition to modified MoO$_3$ reliable to lower the reducing temperature of MoO$_3$. The TPR results show that the reduction peak of doped MoO$_3$ are slightly shifts to lower temperature as compared with the pure MoO$_3$. The interaction between zirconium and molybdenum ions leads to this slightly decrease of the reduction temperature of zirconium doped MoO$_3$. Based on the characterization of the reaction products using XRD, it confirmed that the reduction of MoO$_3$ to MoO$_2$ by CO consists of two reduction stages, namely, Mo$_6^{6+}$ → Mo$_5^{5+}$ and Mo$_5^{5+}$ → Mo$_4^{4+}$. Reduction of pure MoO$_3$ to MoO$_2$ was a consecutive reaction with the intermediate products Mo$_9$O$_{26}$ and Mo$_4$O$_{11}$. However, only intermediate product Mo$_4$O$_{11}$ formed with doping of zirconium to MoO$_3$. It can be seen that doping with zirconium has a remarkable influence in the reduction process of the MoO$_3$ powders.
The Role of Sr on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Al A356 Reinforced Al₂O₃ Composite
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Abstract. Aluminium alloy A356 reinforced with Al₂O₃ metal matrix composites (MMCs) have been produced by stir casting process. The strontium was added to molten Al A356 to improve mechanical properties of composites. The strontium used was varied from 0.046 wt-% to 0.070 wt-% while Al₂O₃ was kept constant 10Vf-%. The aim of this research is to study the effect of Sr on microstructure and mechanical properties of Al A356/Al₂O₃ composite. The A356 was melted at 800°C and mixed with Al-5TiB, Al-5Sr and Mg as master alloy of matrix then flushed with argon to remove all the gas bubble from liquid aluminium and stirred for 2 minutes afterwards it was poured with Al₂O₃ particles and stirred again for 3 minutes to distribute the Al₂O₃ particles in molten Al matrix. The composites produced then characterised both microstructural analysis and mechanical properties. The maximum strength, elongation and hardness of composites were achieved at 0.046 wt-% Sr with the value of 185 MPa, 4.00% and 45.3 HRB, while strength, elongation and hardness of unreinforced were 101 MPa, 2.72% and 40 HRB respectively and further addition of Sr mechanical properties decreased. The increase in the strength is due to the refinement of Mg₂Si primary in the matrix.
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Abstract. Ferritic stainless steels are classified as such because the predominant metallurgical phase present is ferrite. These steels are characterized by good resistance to stress corrosion cracking (SCC), pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion (particularly in chloride environments), higher thermal conductivity, low coefficient of heat dilation and lower cost, when compared to austenitic stainless steels. The combination of low cost and good properties has made ferritic stainless steel more and more attractive in various application fields, such as, heat exchangers, petroleum refining equipment, storage vessels, protection tubes, solar water heaters, and exhaust manifold applications. However, ferritic stainless steel steels are associated with many problems during the welding process. These problems are the martensite formation and grain growth, causing a reduction of ductility and toughness. For these reasons, until recently, the application of this group steels is limited in welded structures. The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of Titanium and Aluminum addition on the microstructure and corrosion behaviour of AISI 430 ferritic stainless steel welds produced by gas tungsten arc welding was investigated. It’s observed that the addition of aluminium (Al) or titanium (Ti) reducing the grains size, increase the equiaxed grains fraction and improve the mechanical properties with varying degrees. While the addition of mixture (Al+Ti) leads to better improving in mechanical properties and reducing of grains size up to 85%. The details of tensile tests, optical microscopic observations, microhardness, tensile test and Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) fractography, are discussed.
Effect of Filler Metal Types on Microstructure and Mechanical Behavior of HSLA-X70/304L SS Dissimilar Welds
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to investigate the effect filler metal types on microstructure and mechanical properties of dissimilar welds between HSLA-X70 high strength steel alloy and 304L austenitic stainless steel produced by automatic tungsten arc welding (TIG). The weld joints were prepared using E304L, E316L, E2209L, and E7010 filler metal. The mechanical characteristics obtained from hardness, tensile and impact testing, were correlated to the optical and SEM microscopy, to establish a relationship between filler metal composition and the microstructures in different weld regions. It is concluded that E2209 filler metal lead to improve in the resilience characteristics and tenacity with a slight reduction in the ultimate tensile strength and hardness.

Mechanical Properties of Highly Deformed Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu Solder Wire
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Abstract. In this study mechanical properties of highly deformed Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu (SAC305) lead-free solder wire was investigated. SAC305 solder wire underwent tensile test with 0.1 mm s\(^{-1}\) strain rate at room temperature, 25°C and at 120°C chamber condition. Mechanical properties of deformed solder wires were evaluated from stress strain curve of tensile test followed by nanoindentation test. Micromechanical behavior of deformed solder wires was determined using nanoindentation multicycle method. Results shows that deformed SAC305 solder wire at room temperature have a high yield stress compared to SAC305 solder wire at 120°C temperature. Hardness values of deformed SAC305 solder wire are higher than SAC305 solder wire at 120°C temperature. Decreasing of hardness values in SAC305 solder wire at 120°C is due to existence of thermal. In addition, thermal induced the softening behavior of deformed SAC305 solder wire.
Synthesis and Characterization of Copper Selenide and Tin Selenide Powders by Mechanical Alloying Method
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Abstract. This paper reports on the synthesis of Copper Selenide (CuSe) and Tin Selenide (SnSe) powders by high energy planetary ball milling, starting from elemental powders. Synthesis time and velocity have been optimised to produce CuSe and SnSe materials. The structural, compositional, morphological and optical properties of the synthesised samples have been analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) and UV-Vis. The low-temperature phase selection of the binary compound in this system is seen as a direct consequence of the thermodynamic facilitation, coupled with the capability of mechano-chemical synthesis to aid in overcoming kinetic constraints.
**Synopsis**: The optimization of the self-assembly coating method of chitosan onto magnetite nanoparticles which is extracted from mill scales waste has been successful with the assist of ultrasonication. First, via self-assembly of positively charged Chitosan and negatively charged magnetite nanoparticles. Samples from stirring method also has been prepared to compare with the sonicated samples. High Resolution Transmission Electromicroscopic (HR TEM) images showed that well dispersed of the magnetite nanoparticles and chitosan was occurred. Surface charges of the nanocomposites were carried out by using Zetasizer to measure the changes in zeta potential caused by the different coating method. It was found that the different mixing method has the greatest influence on the dispersity when measured over a range of zeta potential as well as surface charges. Sonication process helps to optimize the dispersity of the chitosan and magnetite. Hence, the coating process produce better results. Stirring method is only allowed agglomerated magnetite covered with chitosan non-uniformly while with sonicating, every single particle is coated uniformly by the chitosan. Chitosan is one of the cation polymer widely used as a good potential modifier. Since magnetite is an amphoteric solid, which is pH dependent. Therefore, to allow self assembly to occur between the chitosan onto the magnetite the pH must controlled to an optimum pH. These polymer magnetic nanocomposites has high magnetite loading content, and showed unique pH-dependent behaviours on the zeta potential. The modified magnetite with chitosan was believed to have higher potential for magnetic separation in waste water treatment with higher value of adsorption.
Effect of TEOS on the Synthesis of Silica-coated Iron Oxide Nanoparticles
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Abstract.

In targeted drug delivery system, the drug is embedded in SiO\(_2\) that will be transported to the targeted area by coating it on Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) nanoparticle. In this study, this SiO\(_2\) has been coated on the surface of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) (Fe\(_3\)O\(_4@\)SiO\(_2\)) by hydrolysis and condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) under alkaline medium at 80\(^\circ\)C. It was found that only 500 \(\mu\)L TEOS is required to obtain the best coated Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) core structures which has been confirmed from its TEM micrograph. FTIR analyses revealed the formation of Si–O–Si bonds at 1084.2–1101.4 cm\(^{-1}\) hence confirmed that SiO\(_2\) has been successfully coated the Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) core. From the FESEM analyses, the average size of silica was \(\sim\) 50-70 nm. EDX of the Fe\(_3\)O\(_4@\)SiO\(_2\) showed that silica had been effectively bonded onto the surface of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\). The VSM measurements confirmed the superparamagnetic properties of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4@\)SiO\(_2\) that is desirable for biomedical applications.

Determination of Hygroscopic Growth and Water Activities of Continentals and Desert Aerosols
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Abstract.

The hygroscopic growth of atmospheric aerosols influences human health, Earth climate and atmospheric chemistry. In this paper the microphysical properties such as radii, number concentration, volume mix ratio etc. were extracted from optical properties of aerosols and cloud (OPAC), the ZSR (Zdanavskii, Stokes and Robinson) is used to compute the hygroscopic growth of the aerosols mixture and modified Köhler equation was also used to predict water activities and kelvin effect at eight different values of relative humidity 0\%, 50\%, 70, 80, 90, 95, 98, and 99\%. We observed that hygroscopic growth of atmospheric aerosols of Continental Clean, Continental pollutant, Continental average and Desert increased with the increasing relative humidity and for the water activity the highest value was found in desert aerosols \((a_w = 1.36)\) at 50\% RH and the lowest was observed in continental aerosols \((a_w = 0.38)\) at 0\% RH also for \(p\)–value \((p<0.05)\) the data fitted the equations very well.
Facile Synthesis and Characterizations of Silver Nanoparticle-Reduced Graphene Oxide Hybrid
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Abstract. Here, we report the synthesis of silver nanoparticle-reduced graphene oxide (AgNPs-rGO) hybrid for facile and eco-friendly method. Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were successfully deposited on reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets to (AgNPs-rGO) hybrid using lemon extract as a reducing and stabilizing agent. The products form a stable aqueous solution without any surfactant stabilizers and this makes it possible to produce (AgNPs-rGO) hybrid on a large scale using low-cost solution processing technique. The synthesis of nanohybrid was monitored at different ratio of reducing agent (1:1, 1:2, 1:4) and characterized using UV-Visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectrum, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy analyses. From UV-Vis absorption spectrum, the (AgNPs-rGO) (1:1) hybrid result shows the sharp peak at 433 nm indicating the accomplishment formation of AgNP on the surface of rGO sheets. Completely spherical Ag nanoparticles (NPs) were found at (AgNPs-rGO) (1:1) hybrid with an average particle size of 21 nm. Furthermore, (AgNPs-rGO) (1:1) hybrid exhibit fast electron-transfer kinetics for electrochemical reaction of Fe (CN)⁶³⁻/⁴⁻ redox couple, suggesting the potential applications for electrocatalysis and electrochemical sensor.

DFT and Spectroscopic Study of a Zin-porphyrin Beta-substitution with Indene-dioxo Group for Potential Dye-sensitized Solar Cell (DSSCs) use
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Abstract. Dye-sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) attract great attention due to potential low cost and relatively high solar conversion. Porphyrin have optical properties and electronic structure that can be suitable for DSSCs. In this study, the substitution effect of indene-dioxo grop at the beta-position is inbestigated using spectroscopy and quantum chemistry t look at how the electron withdraing group at beta-postion can altered the electronic structure of the molecule. Density functional theory (DFT) and the time dependent DFT (TDDFT) couple with spectroscopy technique were employed. The study reveal that the substitution has resulted in redshift and broadening of its solar absorption spectra due to the appearance of new absorbant band. The additional band can be attributed to the indene-dioxo group. In addition, the substitution also improve the unidirection of the charge transfer character which is important for the DSSCs process. This finding can be benefited for the design of new efficient sensitizer.
Abstract. Plant-based coagulants have been used as an alternative to replace chemical coagulant in wastewater treatment. So far, limited information was found on the incorporation of biocoagulant to natural polymers and the effect of particle size upon wastewater treatment application. Thus, this study was conducted to explore the effectiveness of micronsized and nanosized Carica Papaya (CP) seed modified pullulan as biocoagulant. The biocoagulant were prepared at different composition of CP to pullulan, with the CP content range from 1% to 9%. The biocoagulant were characterized via particle size distribution and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Biocoagulant produced was used to treat municipal wastewater. The treated wastewater quality was analyzed by jar test method with dosage of biocoagulant used was 0.6 g/L. The result showed that the micronsized CP at D10, D50 and D90 was 0.3675 μm, 0.8433 μm and 1.9537 μm respectively. The nanosized CP was 0.4473 nm (D10), 2.3758 nm (D50) and 2.9938 nm (D90). It was found that at 3% micronsized CP and 7% nanosized CP were able to reduce turbidity up to 59.65% and 65.27% respectively. Both size of biocoagulant slightly changed the pH of treated wastewater, increased in dissolved oxygen (DO) and reduced in total suspended solid (TSS) of treated wastewater. Overall, nanosized CP was found more effective than micronsized CP.
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Abstract. Platinum/multi-wall carbon nanotubes (Pt/MWCNTs) was prepared through chemical reduction and characterized by UV–vis spectrophotometer, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman spectroscopy. Through this chemical reduction, Pt ions were reduced by the addition of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and Pt was in-situ deposited on the exterior walls of MWCNTs. Finally, the Pt/MWCNTs in ethanol suspension was investigated with continuous wave laser and z-scan measurement at 532 nm to study its optical limiting properties. The results show the optical limiting of Pt/MWCNTs is remarkable in comparison to the MWCNTs as suspensions.
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Abstract. Organic semiconductor materials can be utilized in production of flexible electronic displays. Spin-coating fabrication of biodegradable polyactic acid (PLA) and small molecule 3‴-didodecyl-2,2‴:5‴,2‴:5‴,2‴-quarterthiophene (4T) blend was introduced to demonstrate the feasibility of processing oligomers at ambient atmosphere. High molecular weight polyactic acid served as binding matrix to the small molecule and to promote film homogeneity across the ITO substrate. PLA and 4T were successfully blended as amorphous film determined by atomic force microscope. The complementary vibrational studies using ATR-FTIR and Raman spectroscopies are able to identify the characteristics of thiophene rings and alkyl functional group of 4T with and without the presence of polymer. Our result implied the change of molecular orientation of 4T that is known for standing formation to lying formation after introduction of polymer. The microscopic information of oligomers is crucial in future flexible electronics applications.
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**Abstract.** Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to study the corrosion protection properties of poly (m-aminophenol) (PMAP) coatings in 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution towards mild steel electrode. The coatings properties interpreted through Nyquist and Bode EIS plots. Data from the Nyquist and Bode plots were used to model the equivalent electrical circuit (EEC) that described the overall coating performance. Data obtained showed that PMAP coatings experienced a significant drop in total impedance followed by the development of an electrochemical reactions on coating/metal interface indicating gradual degradation of the PMAP coatings. The coatings were characterized by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The appearance of broad absorption band at 1082 cm⁻¹ attributed to stretching vibration of the C–O–C ether group supports the electropolymerization of PMAP coatings. The micrograph of SEM indicates the formation of a dense and continuous PMAP coatings.
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**Abstract.** It is evident that laminated reinforced composite are successfully prolonging the life of composites compared to particle and fiber type of reinforced composites method. The question on how this laminated composites take up the fatigue loading is crucial in order to give sound confident to industry replacing their design from metal to composites based. The lack of confident and uncertainties' life of composites components become an issue to designer to shift from metal based to composites based especially when the design required to be done in short time. The works gives prediction of fatigue lifetime of laminated bamboo composites. The model work well and the accuracy of prediction is acceptable with below than 10 % errors.
Conversion of Bacterial Cellulose to Cellulose Nitrate with High Nitrogen Content as Propellant Ingredient
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Abstract. Nitrocellulose has attracted great interest amongst researchers due to its uses in wide range of products including paint and gun propellant. Therefore, this work focuses on the synthesis of nitrocellulose using two different sources of cellulose; plant and bacterial. It is important to obtain cellulose nitrate with high percentage of nitrogen content so that it can be used as an ingredient in propellant. The synthesis of cellulose nitrate was carried out via nitration method using different sources of cellulose; nata de coco and kapok (Ceiba pentadra L). The samples were then characterized by elemental analysis, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and surface electron morphology (SEM). Elemental analysis was performed to determine percentage of nitrogen content attached to the cellulose. FTIR shows the presence of NO2 groups in nitrocellulose, proving that it was successfully synthesized by nitration method.
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Abstract. The development of biopolymer electrolytes based on methylcellulose (MC) has been accomplished by incorporating ammonium bromide (NB) to the polymer-salt system. The biopolymer electrolytes were prepared via solution-casting method. The conductivity and permittivity characteristics of the material were studied. The biopolymer-salt complex formation have been analysed through Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The conductivity of the sample was measured by EIS HIOKI. Upon addition of 20wt.% of NB, highest conductivity of 3.25×10^-4 S cm^-1 was achieved at ambient temperature. The temperature dependence of the biopolymer electrolytes exhibit Arrhenius behaviour. This result had been further proven in FTIR study.
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Abstract. The composition of polypyrrole (PPy) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) are the materials that can enhance the sensitivity and selectivity of sensor devices such as a biosensor. Polypyrrole is a conducting polymer that has a unique characteristic which it can act as a transducer that converts the biological signal to an electrical signal. While graphene is a good electric conductor, have a large surface area and a great mechanical strength as it can increase the electroconductivity of a device. The combination of these great materials might produce the greatest composite to improvise the transducer of a device. Hybridized composites of polypyrrole (PPy) with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was composited by ultrasonication process as to harvest PPy/rGO with a various weight ratio of PPy:rGO 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4 respectively. All the samples produced were observed through the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), also been characterized with Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) to analyze the π-π interaction and hydrogen bond between the PPy and rGO as to confirm the presence of both molecules in all sample. The ratio of PPy:rGO 1:1 has the greatest interaction and most prominent compared to other ratios.
Abstract. Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) tests in Semiconductor Reliability is one of the gating stress tests to ensure semiconductor devices last the lifetime that is promised to the customer. Typically a set of devices is subjected to three or more different stress conditions. Before hand, those devices needs to be characterized in order to determine its’ electrical performance. These can be the threshold voltage, linear channel current or saturation current. Those set of devices then undergo the stress condition which has been determined beforehand. After the stress routines are completed, they have to be characterized again. The next step would be to determine what are the drift values observed. The loop of stress and characterization needs to be repeated until a predetermined drift criterion is achieved. The total time taken also has to be recorded. In modern reliability equipment, these measurements are handled automatically. In order to determine the lifetime of the device in field or actual operating condition, an extrapolation to that use condition is necessary. When performing the extrapolation, special care is needed in order to get an accurate lifetime model. In this paper, two methodologies are proposed, the global or universal data fitting methodology and the individual data fitting methodology. A set of 5V NMOS devices were subjected to HCI stress tests as described earlier. A degradation plot is obtained from these set of tests. These set of experimental data were then used to illustrate the means of the fitting methodologies. The physics behind each data fitting methodology are described. It is observed that different wearout lifetime for the 5V NMOS devices are deduced. A lognormal lifetime plot is used to illustrate this. This paper then explains why the global or universal method is preferable. Although this paper uses the HCI tests to describe the fitting methodologies, in principle it can be used in other types of semiconductor process reliability tests such as Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) and others.
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Abstract. Bi$_{1.6}$Pb$_{0.4}$Sr$_2$Ca$_{2-x}$Eu$_x$Cu$_3$O$_y$ cuprates superconductor doped with Eu nanoparticles (x = 0.00, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.07) were synthesized through conventional solid state reaction method. Crystalline sucrose was added during pelletization and burn at 400°C for two hours to create low density sample. The effect of doping Eu$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles on the structural and superconducting properties by means of critical temperature, critical current density, X-ray diffraction (XRD) together with Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) were studied. Based on XRD analyses, the crystallographic structure has shown slightly changed from tetragonal to orthorhombic. The amount of 2223 phase gradually decreased with the increment of Eu concentration which indicates that Eu nanoparticles substitution favours the growth of 2212 phases. FESEM results showed that the plate-like grains become smaller and distributed randomly without specific alignment due to the increment of Eu concentration.
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Abstract. High temperature superconductor Tl-1212 with nominal starting composition (Tl0.85Cr0.15)Sr2CaCu2O7-δ was prepared using high purity oxide powders through a solid state reaction method. Small amounts of nickel-zinc ferrite nanoparticles (NiZnFe2O4) at compositions 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10 wt. % were added to the Tl-1212 superconductor. The effect of NiZnFe2O4 nanoparticles’ addition on the sample’s critical temperature (Tc), transport critical current density (Jc), phase formation, and morphology was studied. The samples were characterized using electrical resistance measurement, transport critical current density measurement, powder X-ray diffraction method (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Zero-resistance critical temperature (Tc-zero) was found to increase from 97 K to 99 K by increasing NiZnFe2O4 concentration. The highest transport current critical density (Jc) recorded was 3,120 mA/cm² at 77 K, which was exhibited by sample with 0.02 wt. % of NiZnFe2O4. All of the samples showed a dominant Tl-1212 phase and exhibited tetragonal lattice structure in the P4/mmm space group. SEM micrographs showed close-packed microstructure with low porosity. EDX mapping showed that NiZnFe2O4 nanoparticles were well distributed in the Tl-1212 samples. This study has established NiZnFe2O4 nanoparticles as effective flux pinning centers to Tl-1212 superconductors and thus significantly enhanced its Jc.
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**Abstract.** The emergence of Dilute Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS) with potentials for spintronic application have attracted much researches attention, special consideration has been given to ZnO semiconductor material due to its wide band gap of 3.37eV, large exciting binding energy of 60meV and small exciton Bohr radius of 2.34nm, moreover, its ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature when doped with transition metals. M\textsubscript{x}Zn\textsubscript{1-x}O (M = Fe or Ni) nanoparticle was synthesized by microwave assisted synthesis method calcined at 600°C. The structural, optical and magnetic properties of these nanoparticles were studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD). UV-Visible, Photoluminescence Spectroscopy (PL) and Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) respectively. Single and secondary phase Wurtzite hexagonal crystal structure was observed for the Fe and Ni doped ZnO nanoparticles respectively. The optical property of both Fe and Ni doped ZnO samples indicate a shift in the band gap of the nanoparticles compared to undoped ZnO sample. The Photoluminescence spectra demonstrate the formation of three emission peaks. The magnetic measurement reveals a clear ferromagnetic behavior for Fe doped ZnO while a diamagnetic behavior for Ni doped ZnO. The research confirm that Fe doped ZnO material will be good material for spintronic applications.
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